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CARRANZA

"Special dispatches to newspapers
from the Servian front report that
BY
THE IT VOTED VILLA AS WELL A
MICHIGAN
DEFEATS
an entire Servian regiment under ColCLOSE SCORE OF SEVEN
HIMSELF OUT OF OFFICE
onel Ivarioff walked into a trap at
IN MEXICO
TO NOTHING
Vishegrad. They had been informed
AVAIL
IN
TO
tat Servians still occupied this place,
lhls was not bo, and the regiment
TOUCHDOWN IN 2ND. PERIOD PEACE
COME
SOIM
MAY
was quickly surrounded and surrendered without resistance.
"German military authorities deny
ACTION
RELIEVE
WLL
AFTER THAT PORTION OF GAME THIS
83 false almost all the statements reSITUATION MADE SERIOUS
THE YOST BOYS HOLD
howitzers THE ALLIES WILL COMPEL THE ALLIED GERMANS AND AUSTRI-ANgarding the German
BY JEALOUSY
LIKE STEEL
wUch are being circulated in GerDECLARED TO HAVE
PORTE TO PAY PENALTY
Consis- many and abroad. The test of these
BEEN DRIVEN BACK
OF MEDDLING
guns began six years ago and GerHANDICAPPED ELECTION
BOTH TEAMS
UNKNOWN
DATE
man artillerymen have been trained in
31. Stubborn
Oct,,
Washington,
Washington, Oct ,21, The Tuikish
the us of them for several years minister of fiuaui e informed the fighting continues on the east Prussian
,
STAR
FROM PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC
PLAYERS MISSING
pant. The secret of these guns waq French, ambassadoi'; at
Constantinople front bttween the Russians and GerTHE LINEUP OF OPPOSING
WILL NOT BE CHOSEN FOR
suffered
The story of the European war was again slow in the telling today, but preserved with remarkable success." yesterday that th. raid of Turkish mans, and the Austrian
ELEVENS
SOME TIME '.
indicated
that
to
pass
such fragfents of news as the censorship permitted
warships on Russian, seaports took heavy losses near Tarnow on OctoThe French Statement
nations involvplaice without knowledge of the Otto- ber 29 at the hands of the Russians,
along the North sea, chief point of present concern for the
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31. Leaders of
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 31 MichOct. 31. The French war of man
Paris,
of
take.
and
a
battle
It
was
still
give
ed,
government aid. presumably un who took 1,000 prisoners, according
re- tne rival Carranza and Villa factions
of
invasion
east
the
fice
out.
afternoon
an
official
igan's
Rome
this,
today
gave
note
from
Indicating
to
a!
Russian foreign office dispatch
Of immediate Interest was a
der the influence t German officers
sulted in her defeat by Harvard by of the constitutionalist party In Mexand crew. Tnist 1st rmation was con-- i received here today at the Russian
that Italy may take a more definite stand in the struggle. It is said that f unouncement as follows:
score of 7 to 0. The western ico today looked for an early scftbv
the
p
was
"The
owner-shiof
marked
day
yesterday
the Island of Zaseno, commanding the harbor of Avlona, Albania,
today from Am-- i embassy. The text of the dispatch
veyed in a dispat'.
an
a
at
put up a game contest against ment of the differences between th
boys
offensive
by
seized
attempt
been
has
general
and
Greece
been
from
received
follows:
Italy,
to the American
of which has long
disputed by
bassador Worgentli;
Petrograd
eastern antagonists, who were two chieftains, following the action of
their
movement
on
'
the
of
the
Germans
part
"On the east Prussian front stubgovernment, Mr.
y irthau added
by Italian forces.
to
able
make but one touchdown, that the Aguas Calientes conference jat "
the
entire
from
al.)ni
front
that
Nieuport
statemest
official
acknowledges
ulor received born fighting continues. The attacks of
The French war orfice (n today's
that the Russia 'i
.
u
to
the
second period. Both teams ;yflterday in adopt!" t-- a
delivviolent
and
attacks
Arras,
by
the" fierce German onslaught, shifted a few miles to the east and south
instructions, at i .. m yesterday to the Germans near Bakalairjewo are during
VlVa f"
Curron-ami
both
were
ered
at
of
absence
of
other
of
the
poking
the
line
in
handicapped
by
of
points
Ypres
1
demand his I
from the coast, met with success at points, Two towns south
jnd made an being steadily repulsed by our troopsl star
regulars from the lineup. Pol- - official position-the latUe.
f
r. who On the left bank of the Vistula the
vi
effort to tft tin.-Beligum are mentioned toy the French as having been captured by
v
The
"From
to
La
the
of
canal
is a
lowing
report tor tup
al.
Nieuport
i h e
!
!
German riar eruard, under pressure,
'i
Germans. Farther east, It is said, some ground has been lost by the
Bcsfioe there were aUemata
tt
Jt
the.Germans
lU
the
lli.O
ssa;.o Arras,
lies.
Along the 'entire western, front, from.
lU'.Iits of advance and retirement.
t Bet irst ptriou : Huctitxail
The Russian, French and British Varipost.
resumed a general offensive movement, following the slackening activity
nuuee on civil sik! raiiiiiiry w.jter
"To
the
Gerthe
south
of
off
tes
kicked
and
Harvard
Nieuport
against
had
we
other
office
war
"Among
nothing
military booty
'
ambassadors, according to the game
of the last few days, but according to the French
!he members of wlnih ?ii 1' e
who
taken
of
had
wind.
came
back
a
mans,
northeast
possession
Splawn
are preparing to leave Con have caiptured ammunition columns,
dispatch,
been accomplished on either side, more than alternate movements.
thar
factions.
It
of
both
eie
arranged
were driven out of this
:!(
yards and three plunges through
heavy artillery and aeroplanes,
Further indefinite claims are made of gains at other points along the Rampikapelle,
to ha
stantinople, together tonight.
a counter attack.
Harvard center gave Michigan the new provisional president,
by
s the
Tarnow
"Near
the
border.
to
the Swiss
retreating
On receiving instructions to leave
oath
of
to
the
take
had
named
line, which stretches south and east
later,
"To the south of Ypj'res we lost
were intercepted on October fust down. Splawn and Maultebesch office before the assembled conven-fothe Russian ambassa
Constantinople
No word is spoken to confirm the unofficial statements of last night some
v'c-line in two
to Harvard's
points, Hollebecke and
dor placed the interests of Russia: in 29 by our troops who had crossed the
The document thanked General
that the Germans had evacuated Cstend.
but we progressed to the east
Un- plays and, Splawn made another first
of
Jozefow.
to
the
south
results.
Vistula
definite
without
ambassador.
continues
the
Italian
o
millions
of
the hands
In the east the battle
and General Villa for their
Carranza
.
Pazxhen-dealeof Ypres in the direction of
down. Then Harvard forced a kick.
Ambassador Morgen,thau's
dispatch der our crossfire the enemy suffered
An Austrian defeat on the east Prussian frontier is reported by the Rusactivity.
revolutionary
"Harvard
was
and
The punt
high
made no mention of aiiy declaration severely and we took 1,000 prisoners.
sian embassy at Washington. The last word from the Austrian government
The proposition for the retirement
fumare
Losers
A
line.
Germans
on
its
it
acin
caught
"In the Carpathians the main
of war nor of international conditions
of both leaders was made to the conis that reverses have, been suffered by the Russians at various points
"Between I.a Bassee an.i Arass all
ble gave the ball to Michigan, but a
in Turkey. He probably will take over tivity of the Austrians is directed' to
vention by Carranza himself, who in- Galicia,
e
the attacks f, made by the Germans
set them back and on an
penalty
Turka.''
around
war
the
with
at
her
soon
country
embassies.
British
Russia
French
the
and
place
may
sictedi that unless Villa also retired
Turkey's hostile acts against
were repulsed with heavy losses for
kick Harvard got the ball on its
For several weeks past th GerWord reached the state department
It was said at the state department In Washingha would be compelled to refuse to
all the allied powers.
them.
six
made
line.
Hardwick
mans have been maintaining a heavy
that
diplomatic
representatives
down from office.
today
ton today that diplomatic representatives of these powers were preparing
ad"In the region of Chaulnes .we
around end then Francke punt- step
of the allies were making prepara- ariillery fire in their attempt lo de- yards
in' the night the. protocol
Later
to leave Constantinople.
-we
took
Lihons
and
vanced
beyond
the activities of their antagonists, ed to Hughitt on Michigan's
war Is presented for
lay
tions
leave
to
Constantinople.
came
San-trrThe German point of view of the
up before the assembled body
e
415
possession of Lequesnoy in ths
yards as and was
Turdeclined to reveal, the but this fire evenually proved unavail- line. Hardwick punted
Officials
passed by a vote of 17 to
the first time irv a dispatch from Berlin. Earlier advices telling of
district. ,
a po- - the period ended! The play was painThe
British
forces
occupy
ing.
the
it
of
source
but
responsitheir
Information,
placed
vessels
and
Those
Russian
apparently
12.
on
voting "no" did no beports
keys' attack
"In the region of the Aisne also
Unit- - sit ion on the front of 1he attacking fully slow by both teams'
the
was
understood
In Berlin it is stated that It was in
that
not recognize the condid
but
already
cause
The
on
Porte,
hostilities
they
for
on
we have made progress
tne
bility
was pen- - vention's
Period:
Second
Michigan
line,
in
salid
over
is
ed
to
the
asked
been
take
actiorv
States
has
in the vote, since thw
war.
power
Turkey's
reality Russia2 which started the
heights of the right bank down stream
German officers say that Tsing Tau alized 20 yards, and Splawn punted tojZapata delesates were not permitted
leattack
one
"Russian
of
at
the
ot
affairs
least
the
the
to
a
natural
have
to
sequence
been
German capital
from Soissons, but we were compel
could be captured quickly if the Jap- Harvard's
line, Hardwick com-- 1 o cafjt their
on accovmt 0r
at the Turkish capital.
on Turkish Integrity."
led to withdraw in the vicinity of gations
15
Harvard finally thpir not having proper credentials
back
storm
ins
would
anese
in
but
of
yards.
force,
declaration
Jap
Ambassador
no
formal
since
Morgenthau's
dispatch
came
the
From London
suggestion that,
Va'lley.
d
anese forts must be silenced first. ' worked the ball to the westerners' 30-- f rom the gcmtbera chieftain. The
war has yet been made by" either Turkey or Russia, the. Gentian command"We have advanced in the region was filed at noon yesterday in cipher.
'When the Michigan ne
A correspondent with the' British
,mark.
authorwas
no
nowevW,
for
the
mention
the
The
made
that
fact
without
acted
have
Breslau
arranged
tocol(
may
ers of the cruisers Goeben and
of Zouain, and there has been a vio
a forward pass, Hardwick to pftta men to secre representatives
the wa,r. The Turkish army lent engagement in the Argonne.
concerning missionaries led officials to forces writes confirming the previity of the Turkish government in precipitating
ous report that the Germans at Tsing Smith, put the ball on tne
,n tnft convpntion and become mem-mar"In the Woevre district we have believe that Mr. Morgenthau felt conis said to be under the command of high German army officers.
Francke made a first down In h(Tf. of the body wn!(,n wni name a
all
to
Tau
governthe
into
to
American
destroy
the
purposed
fident
that
new
nationalist
throughout
plunge
the
party
of
a'iain won ground in the forest
Italy is being urged by.
ment buildings In the city when sur- tow tries and then Hardwick dodged JrroTii,jonal pres;'(lPnt.
Ottoman empire would be safe.
conflict In view of Turkey's action touching so closely upon the disposi- Le ureter."
,;
clear and walked across the line. HM
becomes Inevitable.
dirender
is
a
On
of
which
in
the
prominent
authority
Italy
vitally
A new Plan
tion of territory along the Mediterranean,
Capital Moved Back
7!
'also
Score:
Harvard.
kicked
Rus-tero
goal.
An official announcement was made plomat, it was said tcday that A.
ested.
The plan of Aguas Calientes differ
Michigan, 0.
j
Bey, the Turkish ambassador
Tsing Tau Bombarded
The Increasing confidence of the French is indicated in the unofficial
today that the government would reform the the many other reto
that
widely
will
three
return
when
NoWashington
French
here,
leaving
the
that
on
Paris
In
government
announcement
turn to Paris from Bordeaux
Oct. 31. A wireless messPeking,
a
plans adopted at various
friend
volutionary
Athat Turkey
vember 20 and that parliament would weeks ago, told
city from Bordeaux on November 20.
age received in German circles here ITALIANS GRAB ISLAND
Mexico's present day re
times
on
side
of
war
on
vessels
during
the
enter
in
would
the
American
holding up
Action of the British governmest
meet on December 15 to pass emergTau declares that the nafrom
Tsing
month.
ilutionary period in that It is mor
Germany within a
the high seas led today to a, formal protest from Washington. The immedency laws."
val bombardment of the German poKroon-landefinite in the matter of arranging r
IIllTr
vessel
American
of
the
announcement was
A
iate cause was the detaining at Gibraltar
sition in Kiao Chow began today, but
liLuIiiLU
iIAlC
irovislonal government and carryit.-sTurkey Is Hopeful
with a cargo of copper.
made in Paris this afternoon as fol
makes ho mention of a land attack.
out civil reforms. It places full potv- been
London, Oct. 31. Both Great Brit On the other hand, a Japanese report
Two of German's adventurous roaming warships are said to have
lows:
lu U1B
In one of our attacks delivered the ain and Russia! have presented the declares that both a naval and a land ACTION MAY BRING ABOUT WAR
captured at last. They ar the cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneissenau,
wK.
of
chieftains,
thd
body
present
WITH GREECE AND ADDI
which are reported unofficially from Sidney, N. S. W., to have been cap. day before yesterday a village strong- following demands to the Sublime attack now are being pushed against
will act In the capacity of a congress.
acSTRIFE
TIONAL
ly held by the enemy's infantry, sup Fwte:
tured, owing to the failure of their cjal supply. In the far east naval
German
the
position.'
The plan does not call for elections
war officers It is ported by artillery was taken by a de"An explanation of Turkey's naval
tivity has been resumed. On the authority of Japanese
until
after the arrangement of. civil
deLondon, Oct. 31 A Stefan! agency
tachment of French unmounted cav actions in the Black sea; the dismissal
aid that a) Japanese squadron succeeded in destroying some of the
Army Helps Navy
reforms
by this body.
wara
mist.
of
from
cover
them
Turkish
under
two
Rome
officers
to
says:
dragoon regi- of German
dispatch from
fense works at Tsing Tau, approaching
arly belonging
is set for the general electime
No
and
note has been is"A
ships, and the dismantling of the New York, Oct. 31. The East
are operating from the direction of ments.
The
tions.
The German View
plan in this regard says:
to
made
News
bureau
today
said
West
public
The men charged with their lances cruisers Goeben and Breslau,
sued stating that the Island of Zase-no"fc'ald
Toul.
The
French
attack
from
to
president will take oath before
Berlin, Oct. 31 (By wireless
in their hands. The enemy left in the have been purchased by Turkey of the following dispatch received from
was occupied yesterday by Adconvention and arr&mo
assembled
the
:
was
results.
also
without
sauafac-jTokloabanInformation grven out for the
Germany. Failing to receive
miral Patris of the Italian navy, who the
village more than 200 dead and
which
of government
program
of
announcement
the
reofficial
"The
now
demands
can
wounded.
directed
be
tion
of
200
as
these
Attention
diplomatic
doned
again
disembarked one battery and a com will emanate from this arrangement
Trees in official quarters today is
to the original object of. this
lation with Turkey will be severed by navy department made today October pany of infantry. The ownership of
f'Olows:
business line necessary in
No News from West
Great Britain and Russia. The reply 31 is to the effect that the Japanese this island, which commands the en- along the
in
a
realize
period
"Military experts of the Belgian
Berlin, Oct. 31 (by wireless). Ac of The Port has not yet been re bldckading fleet that has daily since trance to the harbor of Avlona, Al
"The opening of naval hostilities by
neert-'fu- r
reforms
and
social
newspapers consider that yesterday's
the
political
5
the
October
been
bombarding
has been a matter of disto divert the atten- cording to official information given ceiVed, but hope is atill expressed of
bania,
long
promises
of
Turkey
the
are
Verdun
near
the
developments
country."
forces which have to the press in Berlin today there is ficially that It may be of a character Tsing Tau forts, has, with the addition pute between Greece and Albania."
Breatest importance and say there is tion of the Russian
This plan borders on the stitrse'".l
of to prevent further extension of
arena
of the British warships, redoubled i'a
western
the
news
from
no
in
where
een
re-Poland,
campaigning
commission form of governnif-Mfpremise of their resumption with
efforts: on October 29 and 30, in
r were able to concentrate eupe-o- f the war.
PROTEST IS FILED
rewed strength. In the fighting south
the provisional president wciil-since
on. the
Povarious
f.erce
the
from
news
y
German
cannonading
The
only
- he acting as chairman nf the cm
Verdun the French are straining ,rior forces against the armies of
31.
Oct.
Formal
proconfirthe
of
Washington,
forts
authoritative
enemy."
lish front is'the
SELLS OLD STARS
effort to crush and drive out, many and Austria. Nothing new has
"The Japanese army at dawn Octo-S- l test to the British government against tion.
mation of the prevailing impression
- Men reported from Poland,
of
end
Septemwhich
the
the army
clfroo'or
General Carra?.a
attack on the detention of the American copper-- j
commenced a general
Philadelphia, Oct. 31 Connie Mack,
"Austria announces officially that in Berlin that the German onslaught
ber penetrated as far as St. Mihiel,
of the Philadelphia Athletics,
in a iladen steamer Krooniand at Gibraltar, tne position or cenrrni ot
now
full
Tau
la
in
manager
and
Warsaw
fortress
engaged
wad
the
on
and which for a month past has been the Russian advance against the
of the announced today that he had asked v';;oroLS artillery battle. The martial jv as made today by the slate dpart- T.Wch he held prior in tl.fi
positions in the region of .Turka swing whin the retirement
hard to hold the ground galn-triawaivers en Pitchers R.nder, Plank spirit, of the attaekiiv? army runs merit through Ambassador Paw at
Call-in- s
fid. The Germans now have captured Imp been repulsed, (Turka is in
" )
j
on
(ConHnm-and Coombs,,
,J'ndon.
on
high."
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main position and their forcoB c'a, 28 miles southeast of Sambor.)
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The affair is to take the fornr of a
Halloween party with all the attrac
tions and terrors of the "Night of
Ghosts." There will be several booths
to be visited and fortune tellers will
be on hand to satisfy the curious as
awaits them, in the future.
The guests will attend en masque and
several novel stunts are scheduled.
The senior class is the largest in the
school this year and will endeavor to
ma!ke the quality of this party commensurate with its size;. The entertainment commences at 8 a o'clock
'
promptly.

FARMER'S WIFE
TOO ILLTO WORK

R. Baker, Mrs. Clifford Plew, Mrs.
George A. Morrison Mra E. Spicer,
Mrs. J. J. Laubach, Mrs. Roy Eagle.
Miss Hazel Webb, Miss Pearl Dougherty and Miss Emma Shrock.

t

Buy thai New
OvercoaisNow

"I am glad to say
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compouna nas aone
Veeder Party
more for me than
Enjoyable Event
anything else, and I
Last night at her home on the
had the best physi
cian here. I was so
Jaza Mrs.. Elmer E. Veeder gave a
weak and nervous
delightful Halloween party. The af
that I could not do
fair was one of the most enjoyable
my work and sufof the present social season and the
fered with pains low
large number of guests had an espedown in my right
cially good time. In the early part
side for a year or
and
of the evening; holiday games
more. I took Lydia
E. Pinkham s Vege'
jokes were played and several there
were who anxiously learned from the table Compound, and now I feel like a
I believe there is
fortune teller when, where and what different person.
like Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
nothine
they were to marry. Later in the table Compound for weak women and
were seijved. voune
evening refreshments
girls, and I would be glad if I
After the "eats' han vanished, the could influence anyone to try the meditcompany was delightfully entertainr cine, for I know it will do all and much
Mrs.
ed and properly terror-stricke- n
by Mr. more than it is claimed to do.
McClure's ghost stories. A quartet Clara Franks, R. F. D. No. 1, Maple'
crest Farm, Kasota, Minn.
composed of Mrs. Reiman, Mrs. Veed
Women who suffer from those diser, Mr. Klukel and Mr. Long rendered
ills peculiar to their sex should
tressing
were
apselections
well
several
that
be convinced of the ability of Lydia K
went
home
Everybody
prepciated.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to refeeling lhat he had enjoyed himself store their health by the many genuine
to the limit.
About sixty masked and truthful testimonials we are con
guests were In attendance.
stantly publishing in the newspapers.

There's is really no reason why you
shouldn't buy that new coat now, and you
will get the benefit of it these chilly evenings.

A Coat for young Men
A particularly smart and serviceable model
for young men, made of all wool chinchilla,
in navy blue or brown. Shawl collar, 49 in.
length, with belted back. You can put $5
in your pocket when you buy this eoat, for
that is what you save.

Price $15.00

Plenty of otier coata, la black,
greys, browns, etc., In Balmaccan
and conservative styles, and every
Frankel garment Is backed by this
and to give
guarantee "all-wonew
or
a
garment
good service,
FREE."
Frankel Garments at $15

Mrs. Ben Lewis

L4 Vo&jLeodma.Stor
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South SidoPlaja

1861

1ALL0WEEN PARTIES WERE A
FEATURE OF WEEK'S PLEASURE
on the numerous delightful
EVERYBODY HAD DIS FILL OF that have taken place.
DOUGHNUT'S AND CIDER
Bilght Idea Club
AND SPOOKS ENOUGH

parties

Does Not Meet

TO LAST TILL NEXT

The Bright Idea club did not hold
a meeting this week. The ladies of
the club will meet during the forthweek.
coming
This week has been replete with
4
social events of all kinds. Of course,
Mrs. K. D. Goodall
it is only natural that Halloween
Entertains Informally
should be the dominant note, but othOn Thursday afternoon Mrs. K. D.
er affairs were also quite numerous.
Goodall had a few friends at bridge
Although none of the "City Fothers" at
her home on Seventh street. The
saw fit to adopt The Optic's suggestion
was informal.
party
concerning a carnival, still the local
4
have
been seeing many strange
people
Norma1 Faculty to
and. terrifying sights such as ghosts,
Entertain Teachers
devils, and male ladies walking about
The members of the faculty of the
the streets at night all week. Stray
Mexico Normal University are
New
barrels, odd planks and even gates
to entertain the teachers of
planning
have developed a mysterious propen
the
schools some time next week
city
sity for wandering away from, their A committee has
been appointed to
usual locations, while a great quantity
the
extend
Normal's
invitation to the
of broken glass seems to point out
the fate of numerous hitherto unac other schools. The party probably
will occur next Saiturday night, if that
counted for milk bottles.
is convenient to the guests.
date
But Considering the mischievous
nature of youth and the deviltry sugAnother TenHanded
gested by the occasion itself, Las VeFive Hundred Party
can
on
itself
gas
having
congratulate
Last Tuesday night Mr. and Mrs
passed through a pretty orderly HalT.
entertained a number of
V,
We
week.
loween
hope everybody their Gray
friends
by holding a
vill be happy tomorrow.
five hundred party. The guests were
The spirit of fun indicative of the
A. B. Livingood, Mr.
occasion seems to have spent itself Mr. and Mrs.
ar,d Mrs. W. M. Jackson, Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Scott, Miss Louise Wells
and Mr. F. D. Baer. All had a delightful evening.
YEAR

say that the program will be well
worth the price of admission. The.
aiiair is being given for th4 purpose
of raising money for sending the glee
ciub of the Castle High school to Al-- j
ouquerque next montn.
4
Mrs. G. A. Fleming
Entertains at Bridge
yesterday afternoon Mrs. George
Fleming entertained the Friday Bridge
club at her residence. The time was
pleasurably spent in playing bridge,
after, which refershments were served. Those present were Mrs. A. A.
Jones, Mrs. Charles Tamme, Mrs. H.
W. Kelly, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
W. J. Lucas, Mr, Harriett Van Pet-ten- ,
Mrs. F. L. Myers and Mrs. C L.
M. Baily.

Weil Known West
S'tie Couple Marry
On Thursday morning last, Marga-ritWest side
Romero, a

o

well-know- n

merchant and prominent politician,
was married to Miss Maria Roumalda
Eaca at the Church at Upper Las Vegas. The Rev. Father Rabeyrolle officiated at the wedding. The ceremony was largely attended by friends
and impressive. The couple left for

FAMILY AVOIDS
SERIOUS SICKNESS

d

"I was taken with a severe
headache and cold, which
finally brought on constipation and bowel trouble.
Physics of all kinds were
used, and we were obliged
to resort to the fountain
syringe for help. I could
drink castor oil like water,
but it did no good. Salts
were of no use. The doctors were puzzled. After
using three bottles of Peruna
I consider myself entirely
well," Mr. John B. Capers,
No, 610 Pecan St, Fort
Worth, Texas.
Thome vim o
to I.tiinlil
.Medi'-I1
will find
a drairablet Vrrann
rrmnlv for
h-

CATAJliUiAA,

CONDITIONS.
'si

Round Dozen Meets

With Mrs. Fleming
Mrs. Fleming was hostess to the
Round Dozen at a Halloween party
cn Thursday afternoon. The house
was tastefully decorated in holiday
style and refreshments were served.
Those present were Mrs. Clarence
Iden. Mrs. Clifford Losey, Mrs. W. J.
Lucas, Mrs. F. L. Myers. Mrs. J. H.
Work, Mrs. F. W. Wesner. Mrs. R. O.
Head, Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer and Mrs.
George A. Fleming
4 U
Public School
C.iildren Rehearsing
The children who are to partldate
in the big entertainment at the Dun
can opera house next Wednesday
ni.aht are steadily rehearsing. Those
vho have witnessed the rehearsals

if Being

Constantly Supplied With

Thedford't

Elack-Draugli-

L

Denver immediately. After the honey
moon they will be at ftmie Ho their
many friends at titoir iTouse on Na- f loital
avenue, West side.

First Lyceum
Number a Success
On Wednesday night the
Kaines Concert company appeared at
the Duncan opera house in the first
number of the Y. M. O, A. lyceum
which was
ccurse. The program,
musical, wan of high quality and was
The audience was
well aoDreclated.
fairly large and went away filled with
ths resolve to come again and repeat
the dose. The Y. M. C. A. has set
high standard with the first number,
If it lives up to it, Las Vegas is as.
sm-eof really fine entertainment this
winter.
i
;
for
Surprise Party
Mr. and Mrs. Forbes
On. Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs
Forbes were pleasantly surprised by
several of their friends. Without the
slightest warning the aoof opened and
in walked about 15 friends of the
with
couple, bringing refreshments
them. The occasion of the party was
the seventy-firs- t
birthday of Mrs.
Forbes. A most delightful evening
was spent. Mr. and Mrs. Forbes are
the parents of Mrs. Fred Nolette of
Douglas aveniue, where they are at
present residing. They soon will leave
Lais Vegas, to journey to Lauderdale,
Flai, where they Intend to spend the
winter.
4 4 4
Elks Give a
Tacky Party
The "tacky party" held at the Elks'
club house Thursday night was one
of the principal affairs of the week.
All sorts and kinds of dances W'ere
on the prograjn, ranging all the way
from old fashioned square dances to
waltzes,
moonlight dances
and, of course, ais it was a tacky party,
"rag" dances. The decorations, designed by the ladies, called forth much
favorable comment because of their
tasteful arrangement. To; successfully cap an eventful
evening all the
guests were invited to partake of refreshments sandwiches, ,'coiee and
Sder. About 175 Elks, and Elkesse'
were In attendance, including several
visiting members.
two-step-

Black-Draug-

ht,

ne

Black-Draug-

ht

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Draur-

fit

re-ie- ve

y,

r

Entertains Delightfully
Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Ben Lewis
of Douglas avenue gave a most enjoy
able affair in honor of Miss Beulah
Stern of Vlckfiburg, Miss. The decor
ations were' tastefully arranged to car
ry out the Halloween effect, and the
lighting scheme was admirable. Re
freshments were served, at individual
tables and a member of each table received a prize. Among those present
were Mrs. Charles Danzigor, Mrs.
Morris Danziger, Mrs. Joe Danziger,
Mrs. Jake Stein, Mrs. Dan Stern, Mrs.
Isaac Appel, Mrs. Ludwig Ilfeld, Mrs.
E. R. Russell, Mrs. Hi. N. Graubarth,
Mrs. J. H. Landau, Mrs. W. N. Rosen
thal, Mrs. W. G. Benjamin, Mrs. Jo
hanna Vollmer, Mrs. a. Powers, Mrs.
Morris Greenberger, Mrs. C Rosenthal, Mrs. Nestor Hoffman, Mrs. Mor:
ris Bendix, Mrs. Ike Bacharach, Mrs.
Charles Greeijclay, Mrs. Cecilio Ros
en wald, Mrs. Dave Winternilz, Mrs.

Sig Nahm, Mrs. H. P. Browne, Mrs. S.
F. Reuther, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs.
Simon Hoffman, Mrs. L. Stern, Mrs.
J. Graaf, Mrs. W. Morantz, Mrs. Bernard Appel, Mrs. George Morrison,
Mrst, Joe Talichert, Miss
Goldsmith,
Miss M. Kohn, Mrs. Herman Ilfeld and
Kellogg-- Miss Lobenburg of Baltimore. -

McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
fears," says Mrs. J. b. Whittaker, of
his place, "with sick headache, and
Itomach trouble.
Ten vears aeo a friend fold me to frv
ITiedford's
which I did,
(nd 1 found it to be the best family medi-:ifor young and old.
I keep
on hand all the
ime now. and when mv children feel a
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine
they ever tried.
We never have a long spell of sick- tess in our family, since we commenced
ising
Thcdford's
is ourelv
regetable, and has been found to regu- ate wean stomachs, aia ingestion,
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
,
and similar Normal
leadache, sick stomach,
Seniors to
ymptoms.
It has been in constant use for more Give Halloween Party
nan 70 years, and has benefited more
The senior class of the New Mexico
nan a million people.
Normal University will entertain the
Your druggist sells and recommends
members of the student body and the
Price only 20c. Get a
c m faculty tonight at the school building.
tackage
it.

A Weak, Nervous Sufferer
Restored to Health by Ly-di-a
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

The Misses McMahon
and Kellogg Entertain
The Misses Mary and Mildred McMahon and Miss Rose Kellogg were
the hostesses at a delightful Hal
loween party given this, afternoon at
La Casa de Ramona. The decorations
carried out the holiday idea, as numerous
were strung
among thei orange and black coloring.
During the afternoon games were
played and refreshments were served.
The following guests were in attendance:
Miss
Opal
Jones, Miss Audrey
Bums, Miss DeSaix Evans, .Miss Jessie Evans, Miss Chella Van Petten,
Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Ruth Conrad,
Miss Enid McGee, Miss Louise Wells,
Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Lucy Floyd, Miss Emma
Tamme, Miss Rose Powers, Miss Rnth
Winters, Miss Madeline Mills, Miss
s

t.ttnUa titUi.witil
Advise Kctki's Friend

bAjpvl

Kasota, Minn.

that

GUY DE MAUPASSANT
WAR

w:

I

but consider the

4

word

I feel a shock, as if one spoke

to me of witchcraft, inquisition, some
dead and distant thing, abominable,
monstrous, unnatural. When we hear
of the cannibal we smile with pride
and proclaim our superiority over those
savages. What are savages real savageswhose who fight to eat the vic
tims or those who fight to kill, mere
ly to kill? These youthful soldiers of
the line speeding along yonder are
destined to death, just as the flocks
of sheep driven along the roads by the
butcher. They are destined to fall on
a plain, their heads cleft by a stroke
from a sword or their hearts .pierced
by a bullet And these are young men
who could produce, be useful. Their
fathers are old and poor; their mothers, who during twenty years have
loved and. worshipped them, as mothers can worship, will learn in six
months or perhaps a year that the
son, the child, the big child, brought-u- p
with so much trouble, with so
much money, with so much love, was
thrown into a hole like a dead dog,
by a bullet, had
If you have the slightestv doubt after his body, riddled
into pulp
and
crushed
been
trampled
that Liyctia lnDKiianvs egetable Compound will help you, write by the charge of cavalry. Why have
to Lydia E.PinkhamMedicineCo. they killed her boy, her noble boy, her
(connaentiai) iynn, xuass ior aa
vice. Your letter will be opened, only hope, her pride, her life? She
read and answered by a woman, cannot tell. Yes, why? War! To
and held in strict confidence.
fight, to slaughter, to massacre men:
And today, in our times, with our civ
Lorrine Lowry, Miss Louise Lowry, ilization, when we imagine that human
Miss Laural Lorenzen, Miss Tessie
genius has advanced so far in knowlMiss Katherlne Tillman, Miss edge and so high in philosophy, we
Carrie Greenberger, Miss Frances My have schools' where they learn to kill,
ers, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss Mary to kill at a distance, with the utmost
Graubarth, Miss Irene Masterson, Miss accuracy, many people at a time, to
Grace Elliott, Miss Jeanette Ward, kill poor innocent wretches, burdened
Miss Loraa Johnson, Miss Hazel Ger with a family. And most stupefying
ard, Miss Sylvia Vollmer, Miss Helma of all is the fact that the people do
Vollmer, Mis Bessie Watt, Missi Es- not rise up against the governments'.
ther Mangan. Miss Harriet Mann, Miss What difference is there, then, beSue Hutchinson, Miss Pearl Hutchi tween monarchies and republics? The
son, Miss Susie Whitaker, Miss Agnes most stupefying thing is that society
Murphy, Miss Gladys Hamilton, Miss does not revolt in a body at the very
Nell Sanders, Miss Vivlenne Palmer, word war. Men of war axe the
Miss Elizabeth Bell, Miss Ella Ilaugh-man- , scourges of the earth. We fight
,
Miss Eliz- against nature, Ignorance, obstacles of
Miss Katherine
Miss
Flossie Bigbee, Miss all kinds, to make our miserable life
abeth Floyd,
Men benefactors
and
Gladys McVay Miss Hazel Webb, less hard.
,Miss Stallman, Miss Marie Senecal, learned men spend their lives in
Mis Houty, Miss Frayer, Mrs. Co- working and searching for what might
lbert Root, Mrs. Charles Purcell, Mrs. aid, succor and relieve their brethren.
Frank H. H. Roberts and Mrs. Leon Passionately devoted to their useful
Durhanv.
task, they accumulate discovery upon
4 4 4
discovery, elevate the human spirit,
furthering knowledge, adding daily to
Firemen to Give
the prosperity, comfort and strength
A New Year's Ball
of their country!., War breaks out. In
The East Las Vegas fire department six months
generals have destroyed
announced today that it would give the efforts, the patience and the
a big masquerade ball at the Duncan
genius of 20 years. Well, since govopera house on New Year's Eve. This ernments have thus power of life and
will be the thirty-fourtannual dance death over the
people, it is not astonto give a dance and will not arrange
ishing that the people" sometimes aslast night of the year. Announcement sume the right of life and death over
is made thus early in order that evgovernments.
They defend themerybody may1 know the firemen Intend selves. They are right. No one has
to giev a dance and will not arrange absolute
right to govern others. One
for other parties, according to the fire can do it
only for the welfare of those
Jlghters. The daince this year will be on directs, Whoeve" governs has
made the biggest success of its kind
just as much power to avert war as
that has ever occurred here, if plans the captain of a ship has to save his
now under way are carried out.
vessel from shipwreck When a cape
The Simlson
orchestra tain loses his vessel he is condemned
will furnish the music.
if he is found to be guilty of negligence or incapacity. Why should
governments not be judged, after each
Mutual Has An
declaration of war?
Auspicious Opening
Thursday evening marked the opening of the new Mutual theater with
the. seventh episode of the "Million LAXATIVE FOR OLD
Dollar Mystery" as the feature. The
PEOPLE-"CASCARETplay house, which has been under construction for several months, is exceptionally well arranged and the entire scheme of decoration is one that SALTS, CALOMEL, PILLS, ACT ON
commends itself to the attention and
LIKE
BOWELS
PEPPER
approval of all who have seen it.
ACTS IN NOSTRILS
The opening night's performances
were attended by large throngs of
box now.
Get a
patrons, the crowd in front being so
Most old people must give to the
great at 7:10 o'clock that the first bowels some
regular help1, else they
show was started
then, instead of suffer from
The condiconstipation.
waiting for the regular time,
tion is perfectly "natural. It is just
as natural ag. dt is for old people to
Mrs. Nunn Gives
walk slowly. For age is never so
Halloween Party
active as youth The muscles are less
Mrs. Walter Nunn entertained last elastics.. And the bowels are muscles.
night at a Halloween party at the
So all oldi people need Cascarets.
home of Mrs. T.J. Ray wood. From 8 One might as. well refuse to aid weak
o'clock until 11 o'clock the guests eyes with glasses as to
neglect tills
were entertained at cards, At 11 gentle aid to weak bowels. The bowels
o'clock the spooks interfered with the must be kept active. This is importgame, which, was broken Tip by the ant at all ages, but never so much as
ghostly visitors. The gueets were not at fifty:"
so badly frightened, however, that
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
their appetites were hurt, as was Youth may occasionally whip
shown by the way in which they disinto activity. But a lash can't
posed of the delicious daintiest The be used every day. What the bowels
house was decorated in Halloween of the old need is a gentle and natcolors of yellow and black, with plenty ural tonic. One that can be constantof black cats and witches of paper ly used without harm. The only &ueh
of course; scattered about the rooms. tonic is Cascarets, and
they cost only
Mrs. Nunn's guests were Mrs. B. F. 10 cents per box at any drur store.
Me&uire, Mrs. T. J. Ray wood, Mrs. ,T. They work while you sleep. Adv.
De-vin- e.

"
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10-ce-

Because It is no perfectly safe to us
and has been of such great help to a
host of expectant motherR, these women,
experienced In this most happy period,
advise the use of "Mother's Friend."
Applied externally to the abdominal
muscles Its purpose Is to relieve the
undue tension upon the cords and ligaments resulting from muscular expansion.
Beneath the surface is a network of fine
nerve threads nnd the gentle, soothing
is
"Mother's
Friend,"
embrocation,
designed to no lubricate the muscular
fibres as to avoid the unnecessary and
continuous nagging upon this myriad of
nerves. It Is a reflex action.
Applied to the breasts It affords the
proper massage to prevent caking.
Thousands ot women have reason to
believe In this splendid help under the
Their
trying ordeal of motherhood.
letters are eloquent evidence of Its great
value to women. In use for many years
it lias come to be a standard remedy for
the purpose.
There is scarcely a
dmgr
store anywhere but what you can easily
obtain a bottle of "Mother's Friend" and
In nearly every town and village Is a
grandma who herself uced It in earlier
years. Expectant mothers are urped to
try this splendid assistant to comfort.
Mother's Friend la prpjiared by Brad-fiel- d
To., 411) I.mnar Wdg.,
Regulator
Atlanta, Ci. Ew:J fwr ur little book.

ON

lAS
Hours of service::
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.

PULPIT
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass

6:30 a. m. ; second mass

tt

10 a. m. Sunday school In English
and Spanish at 3 p m., In Spanish at
?.:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.
,
Sunday school lor Etglish speaking and Spanish speaking children
very Sunday at 1:30 p. n.

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,

Pastor.

First mass at

6

a. m. Third Sunday

excepted.
Second mass 8 am. Sermon in
English. This Is Children's mass but
everybody is welcome, especially the
English speaking people. Hymns rendered by the children under the direction of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass at 10 a, m. Sermon In
Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
At 4 p. m. May devotion and benediction of the blessed sacrament.
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by
the reverend pastor.
SOCIETY
Regular services every Sunday mornCHRISTIAN

ing at

11

evening at
brary.

SCIENCE

o'clock and
8

o'clock

Wednesday

In Carnegie

Li-

NO REASON

'

G--

6:30 p.

MISS CALHOUN TO WED
New York, Oct. 31. Miss Julia J.
Calhoun, great granddaughter of the
Eamous statesman John C. Calhoun,
will be married next month to Earon
E. de Nagell, attache of the legation
of The Netherlands at Washington.
Miss Calhoun is the aughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Calhoun of New

Therl ft can be no reason why any
reader pf this who suffers the tortures
of an ichlng back, the annoyance of
urinary) disorders, the pains and dan
gers of ikidney ills will fall to heed the
word ol a resident of this locality who
is
has fomd relief. .The following
convincing proof:
Manuel

Delgado,

Canon

140

St.,

Santa re, N. Mex., says: "I wa8 a
sufferer! from backache and got so bad
that I Wouldn't work. 1 often had to
lay off for a week at a time. I tried
different remedies, but got no benefit.
Finally.i I used Doan's Kidney Pills
and thej- were just what I needed and
soon culed me. I recommended Doan's
Kidney jpills when they helped me so
much and I am now pleased to confirm
that endorsement. I haven't needed
any kidney medicine In three or four
years, as the cure has lasted. '
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simply ask; for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mr. Delgado had.
Co.,
-

Foster-Milbur-

n

SECURITIES HELD ABROAD
31. Statistics
Washington, Oct.
bave been gathered- which show that
over five billions in American
stocks and bonds are held
In response to inquiries dip.lroad.
rected to American roads, replies
have been received from 114 and estimating from the figures quoted,
which were based by the roads on
the dividend chocks, the round figures of five billions were reached. The
reporting corporations show foreign
holdings of 9.15 per cent of the list.
The importance of this fact at this
time Is that the immense foreign
holdings form the stumbling block to
exthe reopening of tne security
changes, except with restrictions to
prevent free and open trading.
Foreigners in the troubled zone not
cnly find difficulty In liquidating their
own securities, but they must accept
most severe reductions in values. Naturally, In order to obtain funds they
will sell that upon which the sacrifice
is the least; where the best price may
be realized. American stocks and
bonds, if the market was wide open
would come over in vast quantities'.
rail-rc.a- d

31, 1914.

York, was a brilliant event today, with
features unique and many. A reproduction of the DeWitt Clinton train,
tbe first locomotive and train of cars
ever run in the United States, was
a notable feature, and to contrast it
with the modern type, an
engine made of papier mache, 90 feet
long followed in the line. Progress
in Hudson river navigation was shown
by two floats, one representing Robert Fulton's Clalrmont and the other
the modern river boat. The original
state coach, which conveyed George
Washington through the streets of old
New York on his way to be Inaugurated president of the United States at
the old capitol where now stands the
at Broad and Wall streets
was again drawn through the city, to
t'ia delight of the assembled throngs.
Still another notable feature was that
originated by Postmaster General Bur
leson, showing the pony post which
carried the mails between New York
and Boston during the seveneenth
century.

York.

""I'

Will you Protect your
Children's Eyes now,
While you Can?

0
s

School Days!
Night-TimStudy!

-

Rather hard on the children's
tender eyes unless you take
proper precautions. Electric light
is the remedy. Properly diffused
in a suitable Electric Lamp It
gives the most congenial illumination for eyes of all ages. Safest,
most healthful, most economical.
Have your home wired for electricity.
We have recently reduced our
rates you can now afford to do
Everything Electrically,

1

I

a
'24

m

SLATED FOR GOEHTAL'S PLACE
Washington, Oct. 31. Colonel Chester Harding today relinquished hts
position as engineer commissioner of
the District of Columbia, and will become chief aid to Governor George
W. Goethals. Colonel Harding
and
Mrs. Harding will soon sail for

The Las Vegas Light
and Power Co.
uni

FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
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Cough Remedy?

It (a highly recoml

There are. many times when one mended by people who have used is
man questions another's actions and for years and know; its value.
Mn
motives. Men act differently under O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
different

circumstances.
The ques- berlain'a Cough Remedy is worth it
tion Is, what would you do right now weight in gold and 1 take
pleasure l
If you had a severe cold? Could you
recommending it" For eale by aij
I
do better than to take Chamberlain's dealers. Adv
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One Thoitsan d Doll

once again awarded to the
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Operated by Emil A. Trefzger at 129 net words a minute in open competition
all other machines, it captures again the International Trophy.
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Would You Believe It?
People often accept statements with
a sort of mental reservation as much
as to say, "I am not convinced," which
leads us to remark that there Is nothing that will so thoroughly satisfy
you of the excellence of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of it, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like it better than
any other because they take It willingly and it Is free from narcotics. It
has ever failed to give immediate
relief." For sale by all dealers.-'-Adv- .

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
NEW YORK HAS UNJQUE PARADE mildly laxative. Best for children
New York, Oct. 31. The historical and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
pageant In celebration of the tercen- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
tenary anniversary of the city of New

The baron is the son of Baron
W. de Nagell of Bornozelt, Holland,
ai.d has been in the diplomatic service for five years. Ho came to Wash.
ington a year ago from Peking-While no date has been set for the
wedding, it will probably take place
late in November.

The church extends a most hearty
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
welcome to all people. Visitors and
sojourners in the city especially wel- Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National
comed.
avenue, East Laa Vegas.
Twenty-firs- t
Sunday jtffer Trinity,
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, November 1. All Saints' Day, color,
white.
Columbia and National avenue.
Sunday School, 9:45.
James E. Richard, pastor.

FOR IT

ou Are Shown a Way Out

ll

"Sailing Under Sealed Orders."
ing subject: "Starting Something You
Can't Finish."
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Epworth league at 6:30 p. m. Thor-al- f
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
Sundt, President
las avenue and Tenth street
Midweek service Wednesday even11
at
sermon
Morning worship and
ing at 7:30 o'clock. Subject for geno'clock.
discussion "Why a Midweek
eral
Bible study and Sunday school sea
Service?"
m.
a.
sion at 9:45
You are cordially Invited to all the
Society of Christian Endeavor at
of this church.
services
m.

OCTOBER

of the

o'clock:
Order of service at
y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
If you are without a church bme
Hymn 396, Ten Thmsand Times
We can help you.
Ten Thousand.
come!
If you are looking for church wort
Kyrie Eleison, Chant 157.
Tou can help ua.
come!
Gloria Tlbi, Chant 185.
Hymn 219, Here, O my Lord, I see
Tliee Face to Face.
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
Reading of the Ca'ondar of the
oVad.
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Sermon.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
B. Y. P. Uu 6:30 p. m.
Anthem, What are These That are
Arrayed in White Robe-Evening worship, 7:30 p. m.
Hymn 39S, Hark, Hark, My Soul.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday evenPresentation of Alms, Chant.
m.
7:30
p.
ing
Sunday Rev. B. B. Crimm will Sursum Corda, Sanctu., Chant 193.
Benedietus qui venit, Agnus Dei.
preach on the following subjects for
'
Gloria in Excelsis, Chant 204.
the day;
11:00 a. m. "Cod's Call to Man."
Hymn 395, Those Eternal Bowers.
This church is open daily for pri
3:00 p. m. "Common Sense Plus
vate prayer and meditation.
Religion."
7:30 p. m. "Las Vegas Sold Out to
Rev.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
the Devil, Lock, Stock and Barrel."
The singing will be in charge of the J, H. Whistler, Minister. Eighth street
and Main avenue.'
singer, D. K. Cumbie.
9:45 a. m. Bible School.
This church welcomes any who are
Every11:00 ai. m. Communion.
sad, grieved or lonely,, friendless or
invited..
,
is
or
cordially
love
the
who
all
body
Gospel,
hopeless;
There will be no preaching services.
need a Savior, and to whosoever will,
it opens, wide Its doors and bids you Tbe minister will preach at Raton, dewelcome to the house of our common livering a special sermon on invitation of the Women's Christian TemFather.
The ushers will seat you, the music perance Union.
will please you, the Gospel will satisfy
'
W. T. Huehens, Nicholson. Ga.. had
j'ou. and the people are friendly.
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL feet, ankles and joints were swollen
Corner of Eighth street and Nation- and moving about was very painful
wher
al avenue; Rev; Royal A. Simonds, He was certainly in a bad way
Pills
take
to
he
started
Kidney
Foley
pastor.
.
He says, "Just a few doses made mo
W.
m.
a.
9:45
school
at
Sunday
feel better, and now my pains and
Ogle, Superintendent.
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
m.
11
a.
the!
at
Pleaching by
paslor
G. Schaefer and
and 7:30 p. m. Morning subject: all night long." O.
Adv.
Even- Red Cross Drug Store.
B.

Choir Loft
.

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Holy Comniuulon, Reading
Diptychs, and sermon, 11.

p. tn.
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woods from some far off city,
leaving behind him a wife, also bears,
a deep love for Jen and an equally

to the

julmiiiistration that it is generally conmemnon-Jothe
holding
illumed by
l.ers of the party all over the state.
Rut McDonald was the best the democrats could produce.
The voters of New Mexico, If they
are wise, will elect a democratic lower house of the legislature, ffhe can
CO.
didates are men of known efficiency
in their private business, and many
of them have held public office with
Editor credit
They are men wnd belong to
ihe party of efficiency, and they wil!
be found good men on tlie job.

UFilb

I

deep hatred for Pierre.
Following his unhonorable practices, Durkin lures an Indian maiden,
Bibette, away from her home under
Published by
pretense of his intention to marry,
PUBLISHING
THE OPTIC
and it is during their trip to the
(Incorporated)
neighboring camp that Pierre by
chance overtakes them, and thrash-In- ?
M. M, PADGETT
Durkin soundly takes Babette
brck to her parents. Vowing vengeance on Pierre, Durkin decided to
o
join the mounted police that he may
better get an opportunity of squaring
A CHEAP THICK
accounts with Pierre.
Entered, at the postorfice at East
After their loud declarations that! Val Galbraith leaves home on a
,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for tranv
that bunting trip, and whMe at the trader's
fvmii. nartv
,
ha TTnttpd States
uuBBiuu 4.h,nv.
wiivus"
,v. culd inject ttie race issue into uiu hears the name of his sister used in
aails as second class matttn.
present campaign In New Mexico a compromising way. His Ire and temwould be worthy of supreme contempt per aroused, he shoots and kills the
the action of the decomerats in the Indian offender. The magistrate is
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
Pecos valley, who have begun, in summoned, and an order for Val's' arCarrier
Dally, by
these
last few days before Ihe elec- - rest is issued in sealed orders, which
$ ,05
, r
an
effort to create a sentiment are entrusted to Sergeant Tom Red15
tion,
One Week
55 against B, U. Hernandez, Decause o. ding for delivery at Fort Desire. Not
One Montn
his
ancestry, is knowing the contents of the orders
7.80
One Year.
rfei'iv'hv Mai'l
Ir.nrllcularly contemptible. Their lat- - 1ir carries, the sergeant begins his
to
16.00 est move became known only today, ride, pleased with the opportunity
One Year (la advance)
waited until yes stop in and see his sweetheart, Jen
leaders
the
having
3.00
Six Months (In advance)
terday to spring this, what they ap Galbraith, while en route.
One Year (in arrears)
believe to be their trump
parently
Pierre, arriving at the post. Just afa.so
Six Months (in arrears)
card.
ter the killing, dispatches Val off to
The democrats have imported out hiding, and learning that Sergeant
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
siders to do their dirty work for them. Tom carries the orders for the arrest,
GROWER
Judge Dan Jackson and a man nam r'des hard to head him off at
2.00
One Year
inn.
ed. McDonald of El Paso having been
....1.00 tV,e mouthpieces of those who wished On his arrival he tells Val's rather
Six Months
to play upon the prejudices of the peo- of the Iboy's deed and plots a way to
ple of the Pecos valley. These men, delay the delivery of the orders until
Mail
Advance
in
for
(Cash
who are said to be chaperoned by a Val can safely reach the border. Gal- Subscriptions.)
ad- tr.iith, suffering from a toothache, has
Remit by check, craft,,, or money member of the democratic.state
as
are
uot
quote
ministration,
naving been using laudanum to allay the pain,
order. , If sent otherwise' we will
told the Pecos Valley people that, the and Pierre hits upon the idea of usbe responsible for loss.
to con ing a small portion of the opiate in
election o( a
Specimen copies free on application.
fess would be to set the state back the sergeant's coffee cup.
0 years and make it appear to the
Sergeant Tom, as anticipated, stops
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT other senators and representatives In at the inn to see Jen, ana uubuh- EXPIRATION OF TIME
Washington that New Mexico is bare pectingly drinks the coffee as prePAID FOR
ly civilized and is more than a decade pared. He falls into a stupor, and
behind her sister state3.
Jen. thinking only of the disgrace
No more unjust etatera'.nt could be which will befall him if the, orders
Advertisers are guaranteed the
people are not delivered, after futile efforts
largest daily and weekly circulation made. The
of any newspaper in northern New of this state are among Its most va to arouse him, takes his coat and
are
rides on to Fort Desire through the
Mexico.
;1fJ-- ' lued citizens.and They
industrious. Among night, arid ' delivers the orders.
intelligent
them are many men of recognized
Returning home in the dawn of the
TELEPHONES
educawhose
in
the
morrow
she is told that she has destate,
leadership
Main 2 tional
Business Office
equipment and experience and livered an order for her brother's arMain 9
News Department
judgment make them the equals of rest.
American
Val is tracked by the police and cap
leading men in the
class of citizenship.
and taken to the prison at the
tured
1914.
OCTOBER
31,
SATURDAY,
B. C. Hernandez is one of these men. police post at Fort Desire. Learning
It sent to Washington be will rank of bis arrest, Pierre decides to rescue
CO.UMOX SfiSTSK DKMANDS Just as high in the councils of the na- Val. and enlists the aid of Jen. Over
IT
tion as will those members of con powering the guards at the prison.
Common sense demands the elec- gress of English, Germr.n or French .Val is liberated, and it is planned by
'vm of a republican lower house of descent. The Optic believes it would Jen and Pierre to meet him. that night
The
senate. Be an enlightenment to the other states 'at a vacant barn near the Inn.
T.'ie state legislature.
cnase, the police
After an
" hich holds over for two years more, in which there undoubtedly are some
in republican by a large
majority. people who are prejudiced against the track the trio in the morning at a.
Spanish-America- n
simply because he cache in the hills .where Val makes
"H'j'th a democratic house and a
hue
been misrepresented to them to his escape by the rear entrance, and
senate, it would be extremeefficient, pro Jen and Pierre remain to block the
ly difficult to have any efficient work send a
done. The deadlock would be Worse gressive native citizen of New Mexico pursuit. Pierre is about to shoot in
han that of the last two sessions, to congress.
their defense, when Jen perceives
Mr.,.Jlernandez has been entirely that Sergeant Tom is in the vanguard,
v.lien the governor set himself to degentlemanly in his campaign. Ife has and she takes Pierre's gun from him.
feat the will of the two houses.
The election of a democratic house made no attempt to get the solid Pierre hides in the cache while Hen
Spanish-Americavote because he is throws the police off the trail.
would belike hitching a team to pull
a Spanish-Americabut has gone beDurkinMngers behind, suspecting a
against another team, and the legislative session would result in nothing fore all the voters of the state, irres trick, and corners Pierre without a
more than a wrangle. If the people pective of their nationality or descent, gun to protect himself. By a clever
asked their support if they en- ruse he draws Dnrkin's fire, and feignrt the state would see something ac- and
dorse
businesslike, republican princi- ing injury, pounces on Durkin, and
complished by the next legislature they
ples and wish to have New Mexico ef theer ensues a terrritie
d
Tnnst elect a republican house.
ficiently represented in congress. In fight, in which Pierre finally masters
other words,. Mr. Hernandez has been Durkin and throws him to death from
the same to every class of voters in the
high cliff.
HURRA II
New Mexico. And if elected, he will
The police, returning iu search of
A new type of spotter has appear- sent
every citizen, in this state.
Durkin. find him at the base of the
ed in the railroad business. The merit
cliff and also find a clue to their man
wnd promotion system has made him
Pierre, In the hat which he has left
iK cessary. The old spotter looked for
behind.
WONDERFUL
fcad work and made black marks. The
PICTURE
With Durkin's gun, taken from him
few spotter, instaleld by certain rail-t.?the fight, Pierre begins a run
dvring
Bpotter, installed by certain
AT BROWNE THEATER ning fight, and finally, badly wound
men are too modest to report,
ed, reaches the home of Father
and the new spotter makes white
a district Driest, at which dace
marks. By reporting the white marks "Pierre of the plains" is a he
Jen as he had planned with
joins
sind minimizing the black marks,' by
MASTERPIECE
IN FIVE
her.
'Remembering bard the good and
REELS
Here again bv a clever ruse, he
as far as possible, the bad,
elddes Sergeant Tom and his men and
the railroad service of this county The All Star Feature corporation finds
that the hatred which once Jen
will grow better faster than under
ill present Sunday night only at the
held for him has turned to love.
any other system.' tSuch an order of (Browne theater rthe five-aplay
Val reaches the border safelv and
things makes a man want to throw "Pierre of the Plains." Edgar
life anew, while Jen and Pierre
begins,
is seen in the leading role. The in the
tip his hat and forget the European
firelight glow, plan their joinwar and all the hell It is putting into piece is a story of the
royal north- ing. himtn the father .country of
the hearts of men.
west mounted police.
is Montana,
Following
t
,, ,.,.-- f
','
'
the synopsis, in brief:
Standing almost desolate f by ithe
THE PARTY OP EFFICIENCY side of the post road which runs
FILED
REPUBLICANS
The republican party is known through that part of the northwest of
throughout the country as the party iv " ada leading to the royal northTHEIR STATEMENTS
er efficiency. Republican admlnistra-- west mounted police post at Fort
Is the Inn of one Peter Galbralih,
usually are efficient admlnistra-sir6- .
ti ns, and instances where they are who with his son Val. a roving lad f
not are far between, Under demo- - some 20 years, and Jen, his beautiful LEGISLATIVE CANDIDATES FROM
THIS COUNTY HAVE NOTHold daughter, for years has
vratic administrations San Miguel
ING TO WORRY ABOUT
this
went
Into
the
which
debt
inn,
and
if
did
little lPpt
county
plainsmen,
smy Improvement work. Under re-- tappers, Indians and police use a
All three republican candidates for
tmblican administrations this county a sort of rendezvous.
Vfce paid off old debts, reduced the
n
Indian the state legislature from San; Miguel
Pierre, a
taxation rates and has made mimer-otj- h half breeds or "Pretty Pierre," as he county have filed their 'certificates of
improvements, notably the build- was generally known, Is a frequenter money spent for securing their nomt
of Calbralth'B place, and although lie nation and for their campaign. , Neithing of bridges and good roads.
The record of the democratic state enjoys the reputation ef being a. base er Secundino Romero, Apolonio A.
ac,.mlr.ittration Is not one entirely to dei eiver, a cunning card sharp and Sena or Fred O. Blood spent a cent
d
be for any of theee purposes. According
"e proud of. Governor McDonald has ur.prfncipled
character,
to the Santa Fe paper Mr. Blood's
f)wn a remarkable likeness to a lit- - harbors a love for f.eautiful Jen
man on a big joi, and his board braith, which only his regard f r statement came in a few hours late,
nt equalization has done thousands of their difference In station hni
owing to the fact that he had betn
out of the state and did not arrive in
of the state an injustice by .vented him from disclosing.
unfairly raising valuations. So weak! Jan Durkin, a comparative stringer time to file his statement before midInefficient has been the McDonald ,'to this fild country, who has driflej night Thursday.
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To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First; Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank" offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility,

OUR.
OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none. J
Work sent us by mall is returned
by the first return post.

& Trust Company
eoples Bank
and
Surplus
Capital

Robert J. Taupert

$125,000.00

CONVENTION

statement that long has been refutThe Austrian crown has never
b( en more than 25 per cent under
it is today only four and a half under par."

U
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KIND TO SENOR
CARRANZA

CAPITAL

WILL BE TAKEN
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Albuquerque, N. M,
Peeos, N.'M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Howe. N. M.
Santa Fef N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.

'
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FRENCH

East Las VeKs. N. M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vioe-Pres- t.
Clarence Men, Secy. & Tress.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Robblna,
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' General Advance Ordered
London, Oct. 31. The impression
created here ty the latest news Is
that a general advance of the allied
foices in France and the naval bombardment has been ordered, so that
(Continued from Page One)
main interest again is in the cockpit
which
covering 30 or 40 miles from the seaof the Guadalupe convention
board.
constitutional
ihe
of
"chief
made him
The general trend of the movements
cause during its fight with the Huer
both the German and the allied arof
General
ta power. All commanders,
Villa included, were placed under or mies is, for the moment, according to
ders of the secretary of war who would both British and French officials, In
direcb? named under the new management, a northerly and northeasterly
the
with
In
accordance
is
which
although a previous clause clearly tion,
but
allied
the
of
desires
commanders,
Villa
and
stated that both "Carranza
would cease their present functions." that Germany has resumed her hammer blow with greater energy than
ever is attested by the British official
Information bureau. In spite of these
it is claim
stubborn counter-strokes- ,
of the
ed that all the movements
triune forces are In a forward direction towards the line still held by
the German force and stretoh'ng
fromBrueges to Thorout, Roulera,
and Courtrai. Whether from
Brueges this line extends to Ostend
cr Zeebruge is a moot point, there
being up to the presenffcno official
confirmation of the reported
(Continued on Page Five)
of Ostend by the allies.
Definite Information of the reportGerman forces was ordered.
It Is pointed out thait the German ed evacuation of Lille by the Gerattack would scarcely have been di- mans also Is lacking.
The battle In the vicinity of Ypres
rected against this fortified position
after strong Russian forces had ar- is of a most stubborn character es
rived at .points south and to the west pecially at Passchendalle, and the
of Warsaw. These naturally must be neighboring villages, and the slaughter is so great that central Flanders
the first abject of the attack.
has become one enormous hospital.
74,000 Russian Prisoners
Rheims again has become the tar
An official announcement given out
'
in Vienna says that the total number get of Teutonic guns.
of Russian prisoners interned in Austria and Hungary on October 28 was
VOYAGER NATIVE OF CORSICA?
649 officers and 73,169 men, not Counting those in transit on this date.
The report says further that strong Paris Newspaper Claims to Have Prool
That Columbus Was Born In
Russian forces have crossed the River
That Island.
San eouth of Nisko, but that they
were repulsed after hard fighting.
The Eclair of Paris states that i?
The Russian forces are pushing for- has received a number of document:
ward on the southern flank and gain- tending to prove the C'orsican origi:-oColumbus.
ing ground, They carried several forIn the first place, it' was only in
tified positions on the heights to the
1814 that the
statue of the
northeast of Turka in Galicia, 28
discoverer of America was erected in
milee to the north of Sambre.
Genoa, whereas since 1530 there has
been abundant evidence relating to
Conspiracy Discovered
"The Cologne Gazette declares that the Colombo family at Calvi, iiieludhi;;
iu the archives of the Belgian minis- numerous notarial acts end deeds.
A street there, called Colombo, fortry of war there have been found
was named Del Filo, and It
secret documents setting forth the amerly
hlstorica' fact that Columbus' fathe
common plans of the triple entente was a weaver.
powers and Belgium for a combine
To explain his detestation of tli
against Germany.
population of Calvi the celebrated
leader Paoli always used to at
The Italian Stampa reports that
it was because he had abandone '
German troops in, east Africa have
inflicted complete defeat on the his respect for Columbus, and th
Abbe Casanova declares that he fcar
troops from the Belgian Congo at a no contradiction when he
says th;
pomt near Kissenji.
Napoleon, like Paoli, knew perfect!
"A special correspondent of the well the origin of Columbus.
Frankfort Gazette In east Prussia re
The emperor, when talking to otlw
Corsicans, habitually used the expresports that there is now a total of
civilians of east Prussia who are sion "the illustrious son of our is
land" when speaking, as he was fond
missing as.ift result :of the Russian of
doing, of Columbus.
atrocities In this district.
"In consequence of the ill treatment
Butter by the Yard.
of German civilians in England the
In Cambridge, England, butter is
general In command of the German Bold by the yard, not by the pound.
army, corps stationed at Altona has The dairymen of that town have f'.r
declared .that if Great Britain' does many years rolled their b.u.Mer into
not liberate these Germans sill Eng lengths, a length being ?a yard"arid
lishmen In ; Germany fit for . military weighing one, pound.. Neatly, wrapped
in strjps of clean white' cloth, th.
service will be arrestedi. n;;:;.1
rolls of butter Jkre packed
cylindrical
.'
- Revolt ia South Africa
In ldhg;'iiarTOW basketa 'made for the
" The Mattinuo tmbllshed in Rome, purpose'and so taken to
market. The
declares that the revolt in the Union Cambridge butter dealers have, thereof South Africa is increasing and fore, no need of weights or scales for
that the insurgents are well armed, determining the quantity of their
well equipped and well fed. The Daily wares. Constant practice and an experienced eye enable them with a
News of London warns against under- stroke
of the knife to divide the butrating this revolt
ter Into halves or quarters with almost
"The Italians are much incensed at mathematical precision.
This yard-lonthe seizure and detention at Gibraltar
butter finds its chief
of one of four Italians steamers from purchasers among the people of the
Ihe United States. The Ida Gasonale university. It appears that this but
declares that the seizures are illegal ter is peculiarly adapted to the sp.
cial needs of the students in the daily
and that the cargoes on board the commons. Cut
into conveniently sized
vr.ssels are destined for Italian firms. pieces and
accompanied by a loaf of
Ital-iaTwo thousand, seven tundred
wheaten bread, a stated portion is sent
passengers are being detained at every morning to the rooms of the un'
dergraduates for use at breakfast
Gibraltar.
' The British official statements con and tea.
cerning the weakness of the econom- YALE IS WINNER
if and financial situations in Ger-New Haven, Conn., Oc.t. 81. Yale
many and Austria &te wild chimeras
run wlht
ef their authors, and the allegation won the
that Swiss contractors are being paid Princeton today, scoring 24 points to
with the German war loan is a mis-- ' Princeton's 32.

jeweler and Optician
New Mexico
Las Vegas, .: r .
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W holes a.le Grocers

WOOL. HIDES

(EL

BAIN WAGONS

PELTS, LUMBER.
NAVAJO BLANKETS

EAGLE HAY PRESSES
.

PLANING

CITY LIVE STOCK

KANSAS

MM.L CLOSED

Kansas ,flity, Oct. 31. Hogs, receipts
down
closed
for
3,500. Market steady. Bulk $7.10
today
planing mill
the purpose of enlarging the plant and ,7.35; heavy $7.207.35; igs' $6.25
installing new machinery. The mill 7 00.
has become one of the leading IndusCattle, receipts 500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9.6510.75; west-er- a
tries in the state.
steers $6.759; calves $6.50

Santa.'Fe, Octi'St, The Santa Fe

SERIOUS 'AUTO

ACCIDENT

1C.50.

Santa Fe, Oct. 3b, To be hurled
Sheep receipts 500. Market steady.
e
Lambs $7.258; yearlings $5.75
over an embankment, as their
turned turtle, and then to be 6.50.
pinned under the machine while sufCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
fering excruciating pain, escaping Just
as the automobile caught fire and
Chicago, Oct. 31. European readiburned up with all their personal ef- ness In accejrtlnjg offers nt higher
fects, was the experience last night prices had a strengthening effect toof A. Murck, a banker of Dallas,. Tex.; day on the wheat market here. After
to
up, the market re-J, M. Moses, a banker of Saa Antonio, opening
'acted
and
a little
then advanced
Tex., and O. P. Wilson, formerly proThe close
before.
than
at
ot
.hotel
higher
Central
Elightly
the Grand
prietor
net decline.
The accident happened at was nervous at
RoswelL
Corn! siymiathlzed with the firm11 p. m., while the machine was creepof wheat. The start, which show
ness
miles
of
two
south
Arroyo
ing along
cent gain, was followto
Hondo. As a result of the accident ed M
Mr. Murck has a dislocated shoulder, ed by some additional hardening of
it values. The close was steady, at the
Mr, Moses la injured Internally
is thought he has three ribs broken. seme as last night to Y cent lower.
Seaboard demand lifted oats.
Mr. Filaon was the least injured. Has
Provisions were without much supeye Is bruised and his face cut
port. The closing quotations were as
Hup-mobil-

Glenn Warner, the Carlisle Indians follows:
Wheat, Dec. 1.15; May 1.21.
coach, Is an old Cornell player and for
Corn,. Dec? 68 ; May
several years had charge of the footOats, Dec.
May
ball team at Ithaca.
v1'"
Fork, Jan. $18.85; May $19.10.
Lard, Jan. $9.90; May $10.02.
Read The Optic for war news.
Ribs, Oct. $10.20; Jan. $9.85.
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For

The Home of "Velvet Edge" Collars
And our wagon will stop for your laundry.

hi

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

OET OUR PRICES ON WET WASHING

WINTER

1201 National Ave,

fulfil

short visit.
Mark Williams of Tucumcari came
in yesterday for a snort stay.
J. D. Hand of Hand'i ranch at
Cnava, came Into town today.
Br. A. E, Northwood drove down
from Wagon Mound in his Buick yesterday,
John Brunton of Shoemaker came
In today to spend a few days on busi-

FOR MEN AND BOYS
for Fall and Winter Wear is

NORTH SIXTH

ness;.
Mrs. II. N. Northrup andPher two
sens arrived yesterday from Shoemaker, N. M. They will, return 'tomor-

row.
W. T. Brown, P. L. MacNamara and
E. V Alvord, all of Watrous, arrived

in Las vegaa tnis mtniiuig uu ouu
''business visit,
'
Mr. and Mrs. Forbes, who have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. ivred
of this city, left today for Lauderdale, Fla., where they will spend
the winter.
H. A, Harvey came in yesterday
ifor a few days' visit Mr. Harvey is
well known In Lais Vegas, being the
proprietor of a resort near here, in
the mountains.
Harry Cutler of this city returned
from SantaJ Fe on train No. 10 today.
Mr. Cutler has been serving- on the
federal grand jury that has been
the Capital City.
R. S. Blatherwlck, a local surveyor,
returned today from Raiton, where he
has been doing work for the department of the interior. Mr. Blather-wic- k
has been gone about six weeks.
Arndt Lindeuburg arrived in Las
Vegas yesterdaly. Mr. Lindenburg is
from Berlin, Germany, and Is traveling throughout the country delivering
lectures in German.
Dr. Tanus, who has been spending
the past week in Las Vegas, Wfit on
train No. 1 today for Santa Fe, where
he resides. Dr. Tanus is a nose, ear
and eye specialist and has treated
several cases in this town. He expects to return here in a few weeks.
F. J. Ambrose, who formerly was
with the Wells Fargo company of this
city, came in on train No. 9 last night.
(Mr, Ambrose Jived in Las Vegas last
winter and made many friends here.
He spent the evening and this morning renewing old acquaintances and
left this noon. He has been spending
his vacation in Mena, Ark., and is
journeying through to the coast.
No-lett- e

slt-tlng-

STREET
ARE USED AS HEAVY AR
TILLERY BY THE ENEMY'S
INFANTRY

EGGS

We have them in any Shape, f Color. Material
and Style you may fapcy.

WM. G. HAYDON

Prices from 50c upwards.

D. T.

Ray-mund- o

jf

YOUNG HEN WILL WORK
HARD FOR THE PARTY

w-1-

REGISTERED VOTERS

.

J.

President

.
Ttj

-I'

BVjteiai:JiiTJjr.ii.-aJg."ia.'aiJIMW-

l'tlj INTEREST

Treasurer

PAID ON DEPOSITS

i

your
SUIT

"

FOOTBALL
Final: Princton, 7; Williams, 7.,
Third quarter: Chicago, 0; Wiscon
TODAY'

bt

ordered now.
We have a complete Una of

and domestic suitings,

for-elg-

n

com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

MS.

LEVIS

Tau Kappa Gives
ADDITIONAL

SOCIETY

'

Mrs. Nahm Hostess
to Her Bridge Club

The Thursday Afternoon Bridge club
met this week with Mrs. Slg Nahm.
After the cards refreshments were
served. Those present were Mrs.
Ike Bacharach, Mrs. Simon Bachar-ach- ,
Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mrs.
Morris Bendix, Mrs. Will Rosenthal,
Mrs. Dave Rosenwald, Mrs. Ludwlg
Ilfeld, Mrs. Jake Stern, Mrs. Dan
Stern, Mrs. H. N. Graubarth, Mrs.
Morris Greenberger
and Mrs.. f;lg
Nahm.

;

Mrs. Mills Gives
i,
:
o
Delightful Luncheon
On Thursday afternoon, Mrs. W. J.
Mills entertained at luncheon at her
home on Seventh Btreet. A delightful
time was enjoyed by all. Those present were Mrs. J. A. LaRue, Mrs. J.
M.

Cunningham, Mrs.

TAItOR

O. G.

Schaefer,

Mrs. W. R. Tipton, Mrs. D. C. Winters.

Mrs. J. S. Clark, Mrs. Jefferson Ray- Mrs. McNair and Mrs. B. W.

Hart

i;

sin, 0
Final: Harvard, 7; Michigan, 0.
Final: Yale,. 49; Colgate, 7 '
Final: Navy, 16; A., R. M. of North she left Liverpool last Saturday with
961 passengers, until she reported her
Carolina, 14.
Finai: Pennsylvania, 40; Swarth- - position by wireless last night, was
relieved when she arrived here today,
more, 6
more than 24 hours overdue, Bad
Final: Chicago, 0; Wisconsin, 0.
was responsible for her delay.
weather
Third .period:
Minnesota, 0; Illi0.
nois,
ENGLAND INVESTIGATES
Final: Cornell, 48; Holy Cross, 3.
London, Oct 3b, The case of the
Red Star steamer Kroonland, from
NEW RATES PREPARED
New York for Naples and Greece with
Washington, Oct. 31. Increases In
a
cargo of copper, detained by he
40
10
to
rates
from
freight
ranging
authorities at Gibraltar, is at
British
per cent on dressed meats, livestock
No deand packing house products are being present under iavestigaton.
as
made
has
been
however,
cision,
prepared by the eastern railroads for
to go before
is
wether
as
to
she
yet
to
comthe interstate
submission
merce commission.
The prospect to- a prize court. The chief question
seems to be the destinattoa of the
day was that the proposed new rates
As far
would be suspended when filed, pend- cargo of copper on the vessel.
as
the
no
about
Is
known
question
ing an investigation.
foreign reservists on board the Krootf
land has been raiesd.
STOCKYARDS CLOSED

he
departWashington, Oct,
FIFTY ARE SAVED
ment of agriculture today quarantin-cWhitby,
England, Oct 31 (via Lon
the Union stockyards at Chicago
to prevent shipments of cattle except den). Fifty more men vere saved
for immediate slaughter, because of this morning from the wreck of the
Firitish hospital ship Rohilla, which
foot and mouth disease.
yesterday ran on the rocks off the
Yorkshire coast near here. Bearing
Must Kill at Once
nurses and hospital sup
31.
As
a
Oct.
Chicago,
precaution physicians,
arainst spread of the foot and mouth plies, the Rohilla was on her way to
disease among cattle, the shipment of a Belgian or French port to succor
cattle and sheep from the stockyards the wounded when she- was driven
ashore.
that all the
understood
is
It
here, except for slaughtering purposwomen oh board were saved.
es,, was prohibited by the bureau of
The total number on board; the ill
animal 'industry today.-- ' It ' affects
fated
ship Is hot definitely known,
those animals, which are sent here to
be" fed and 'fattened, or for use on but some estimates place it at 200.
'
There are said to bo about 60 persons
dairy farms. ' ;
on the vessel.
Today a few of these reached land,
HARVARD IS LOSER
others were dorwned. Bodies are
but
N.
31.
won
Cornell
Y., Oct
Ithaca,
race with wrthing up on the ibeach.
the annual
Harvard here today, defeating the
..STANDARD INDICTED
Crimson by a score of 28 to 99.
Jersey City, N. J., Oct 31. It was
reported here today that criminal in
MAY SELL CUBS
Oct. 31.
Ansust Herr-rian- , dictments had: been- voted by the
Chicago,
chairman of the national com- Hndson county grand jury against the
Oil company of New Jersey
mission, James A. Gilmore, president Slandard,
Gulf
and
the
Refining company, which
of the Federal league, and Charles
have
been
in a rate war on
engaged
owner
of
local
federal
the
Weegham,
In Hudson, and Essex coun
league team, were in conference here eetoline
WANT A REFUND
ali day. It was understood that the ties with the last few months.
Washington, Oct. 31. Claims . tor won the
run with
Frankie .Burns and Kid Herman
reparation on Illegal charges) exacted Chicago Nationals.
have been matched to box in New Orrailroads for
by
leans, Nov. 1.
switching cars in Los Angeles and
LUSITANIA ARRIVES
San Francisco, which are expected to
31.
reNew York, Oct
Anxiety
aggregate tens of thousands of dol garding the Cunard liner Lnsitania.
WANTED Clean ' cotton rags at
lars, are being filed with the in.ter- - which had not been heard from since Optic office.
31.-T-

A

Lino Party

A pleasant little entertainment

Halloween Party

At Rendon Home

Among the Halloween parties held,
last night was that at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Gabino Rendon on tli
West side. Many young folks gathered in masquerade costumes and passed an enjoyable evening. After the
frolic refreshments
were
served.
Among the guests were Miss Grace
Lucero, Miss Mary Martinez, Miss
Emma Pettine, Miss Carlota Mares;
Miss Florida Gallegos. Miss Katia
Faich, Miss Stella Madrid. Mr. and
Mra. Ben Harcrow, Mr. Juan Lucero,
Mr. William Faich, Miss Dolores UU- ibarri. Mr. Frank Nieto, Mr. rtptirv
Montano, Mr. Ben Madrid Mr. Levi
Madrid and the daughters of the host
aftd hostess, the Misses Ruth, Rebecca
and Myrtle Rendon.

;
Mrs. Clark Entertains
for Miss Browne
A luncheon was given this after- noon by Mrs. Herbert Clark in honor
of Miss Kate Browne of Dallas, Tex.
The following guesta were present:
Mies Kate Browne Miss Helen Cun
ningham, Miss ILouise Cunningham,
Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Rebecca Hen- riquez, Miss Emma Tamme, Mrs. Roy
AUTO STAGE
Prentice, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs. E.
J. McWenie,
Mrs. Charles W. G. Automobile stage line to Mora triWard and Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, Jr. weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
1 4
Sorosis Meets With
jm., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
jMora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p.
The Sorosis club "had an interesting m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way.
meetinf? at Mrs.
Vinnao lnnt $3.
Round triD tickets ennd f,ir nna
Monday afternoon. Mrs. Roberts pre ,'eek - H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
sioed at the gathering. The topic un-- l
der discussion was "The Kingdom ofjHad Taken His Weight in Medicine
Israel In Judah." Mrs. Lewis read ai ,T
Tv,,..t nnini n
? pajer on the "Mission of Elijah," ;he had taken his weight in medicine
and Mra. Durham one
entitled "The for headache and constipation
but
'
.
.41
.
JI
ftAtrnii nnnJ
"'"i
Ministry of EUsha," There was also:
uju"s
as
Chamberlain's Tablets.
good
a paper on the "Famine in Israel" .imuch
by For sale by all dealers. Adv.
Mrs). Lister.
After the discussion a
social hour was spent in honor of
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Mrs. El C. Anderson, who left Tues:
Carriage out Saturday morning.
day for Roswell.
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
TTIs-p-in-
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was

tendered the members of Tau Kappa
'
sorority and their escorts by Miss
Mary Lowry last
The early
evening was epeqt in a. line party at
one of the local "movie" shows. The
guests then adjourned to Miss Lowry'u
home, where refreshments were served and a jolly time was had
by all.
Those present were Miss Libby'Par-nell- ,
Miss Leona Greenclay, Miss
Lucy Myers, Miss Grace Lord, Mle
Ruth Nahm, ,Mlss Edith. Tooker, Uiaa
Mary Lowry, Mr. "Babe" Koogler, Mr.
Frank McCullough, Mr, LeRoy Lau-bacMr. Walter Cayot, Mr. Robert
Hart, Mr. William Haydon. and Mr,
Dickerson.
nfg-hn-

nolds,

;

that-'eyer-

.

HOSKINS

For Fall and Winter ahould

HELD FOR RANSOM

NDHBEB6,34ZTM

over-locke-

$30,000.00

d

El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31. P. Ryan, a
mining engineer of Denver, Colo., has
been released after being held for
ransom by troops under General Ma- IS clovio Herrera
INCREASE
CONSIDERABLE
in southern Chihuahua,
SHOWN OVER THE FIGURES.
to definite advices here to
recording
OF 1912
day. A ransom of $40,000 was paid, it
is stated on good authority. Ryan
was made a prisoner about a week ago
Late this afternoon the two
by the Herrera troops, which are almissing precincts made their xelied with the Carranza government In
ports, bringing the total reglstrathe present controversy with the Vil
tion in San Miguel county for
la faction. He is employed at the El
Tuesday's election up to 6,522.
Rio mine, which is located near Par-ra- l.

The Braves and the Athletics, two
IN
of the Y. M. C. A. junior basketball WILL ASSIST
MATERIALLY
GETTING OUT A FULL VOTE
teams, engaged In a game this afternoon which resulted in a victory for
NEXT TUESDAY
I,'"'
ft
of 33 to (J. .
rib Athletics by
The 'Young, TVlen
club
The body of Mrs1,, Crawford, who will hold a meeting this evening at
died hero Thursday last, will be sent the club rooms: on Bridge street, at
home on. train No. 2 , tonight. '.Mrs. which ''.time there will be appointed
Crawford was the sister of Mr. W. committees of workers for election
J. Fugate of this city. The body will day, who will give the whole day to
be sent to St Louis.
There is no
getting the vote ou
doubb of the. result of the election,
but it Is the purpose of every one to
BOY BADLY HURT
terested in, the success of the republi
Joseph Hile, Jr., of Watrou suffer- can party to make the majority so
ed the serious injury of his ripht overwhelmingly large that . the oppo
hand, including ' the cutting of two sition will be unable to recover.
tendons and the mashing of several
The young men who are the enthus
fingers, this morning when the mem iastic leaders in the club movement
ber was caught in a cider mill, which are determined that they wlll .be a
the boy was operating ?pn the ranch decided ;'Tactor in the success! of thfe
of his father, JosephHite Sr.": The (party, and It is probable
boy was placed in the automobile of one of the members of the club Who
Joseph Hill, who drove to Las Vegas attend the meeting tonight will be
In 40 minutes, which ia fast "time. only too anxious to be appointed on
Young Hile was taken to the Las the committees. Some, even, are willVegas hospital, where he was treated ing to go Into the outlying precincts
His con where they will be needed to assist
by Dr. R. K. McClanahan.
MINES OFF IRELAND
dition this afternoon was declared to In getting the vote out
Washington, Oct. 31. Official warnThe club has a membership of
be satisfactory. He will not lose his
ing of a German mine field off the
200.
If every member wi'l north coast of Ireland was received
land, as was at first feared.
I nearly
today from the British admiralty,
which warns all ships not to pass
wtthis 60 miles of Tory island. The
admiralty believes the mines were
strewn to destroy Canadian transports.

..

sociated jobbers; of Los Angeles today
state commence commission. The
claims amounting to more than
or. organizations
Claims
$rv,000.
in San Francisco and of individual
shippers will amount to a large sum.
The commission held in 1910 that a!
switching charge of $2.50 a car was
illegal. The railways carried the case
to the United States supreme court,
which sustained the commission's decision. Xhe shippers ask a refund of
the atoounts paid since the order was
entered by the commissionif
5

The registration of voters in San
precincts
Miguel county; with two
missing, is 6,342, which is said to be
increase over 1912.
a substantial
Tiiere is a heavy registration of new
voters, young men wno will cast their
fire-- t
ballots. The two precincts that
have not turned in their books are
and No. 18
No. 2fi (Los Alamos)
(Union.)
In the canvass that has been made
by the field workers of the republican
party i(; Is shown clearly that several
prtcincts that have always gone democratic are in line strongly for the re
publican candidates. In some cases
toe precinct has been turned completely into a republican stronghold. The
m.rmal G. O. P. majority of 1,000 is
likely to be nearly doubled. If the
le can be run up to between 4,500
rrd 5,000 this majority, even, ia liable
to be increased.
d
Nothing that can be done be
in the efforts to get the vote
out. Machines and teams will be at
work all day Tuesday, calling for Totters, and the assurance is given at
republican headquarters that the size
of the vote, as well as the result, will
be a source of long continued wonderment to the members of the other
party.
Meetings are being held nightly in
al! the precincts in the county, and
there will be no cessation of the activities of the workers and speakers
between now and the day of election.
run
Cne campaigner made an
tist night, and this is a fair sample
of 'thfe" earnestness' and consistency
of all (he met)." who are devoting- - their
tme. and , talents .to tne cause or
San
county is to be, the banner county of the state if hard work and persistent effort, coupled with the right
ord of the argument,

Caahler.

H. W. KELLY

(jREJBERGER

for
obligate himself to be responsible
a
it
go
one
of
votg
the gaining
ions? wav to the accomplishment, of
the club's purpose, and the fulfillment
of the object of its existence.
An exceptionally large attendance
is desired this. evening, and those
who attend are urged to come preof
pared to make whatever sacrifice
time and personal interests that may
tend to increase the party's victory
at the polls.

D. T. Hosklns,

OFFICE WITH THE SAN M'GUEL NATIONAL BANK

Q

Halloween was punctuated last
night with large blob of rotten eggs
and language, when three young men
in masquerade en route to one of the
many parties were attacked by three
other young men who were not in costume other than their regular and
customary suits of solemn black, and
were not going to & iarty but; were
going to have some fun anyway.!
The original encounter happened at
the corner of Sixth street and Columbia avenue. The young men attacked
were Wralter Cayot, Daniel Taichert
and Milton Taichert, and they were
on thelf way to escort three ghost-esse- s
to the festivities of the spooks.
The other young men are said by the
ones in the auto to have been
Sena, Clifford Stewart and
Clarence HIte. As tne machine sped
down Sixth street it encountered a
shower of missiles that did not especially hurt when they struck but
didi not emit a very pleasant odor, just
i
tli
same.
They in the automobile, being all
dolled up, thought it best not to slop
and parley, but continued their ghastly, gaunt, ungainly way. This was at
8 o'clock.
About 15 minutes later
they met the attacking force of the
enemy on Douglas avenue, and as
thteir spteett had not abated one whit
with the lingering fumes of the divinely ancient hen fruit still clinging
to their white vestments, they stopped
and entered into converse with the
others. '
Words waxed warm. Then they
grew hot, so hot in the mouths of the
young men that they could not retain
a grip on them and spilled them all
over the night. Chief of Police Coles
arrived in time to aVert a battle.
It is said apologies today "squared"
the offenders.
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... B. Cook came in today from R-
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RESTAURANT

CAFI

AND

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLM

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
o. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Thursday evening eaea
munication first and month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitlns
third Thursday in brothers cordially Invited. Howard V.
each month. Visitant Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
biothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. 8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUf
CIL NO. 804. Meets second an
Pettea. Secretary.
ourth Thursday In O. E, C. hall,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer building.
Visiting members
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Re- are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
ular conclave second
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
git
dey In each month at Ma
sonic- - Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
Residence Phone Main 384
cation first Monday In each
I month at Masonic Temple
MONUMENT CO
at 7:80 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
Albuquerque, N. M.
IT n . T7i a
a
J15 E. Central
tary.
II Tears Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS.
B. A. JONES
CHAPMAN

Chicago women have joined the
International Bioom and "Whisk Makers Union, and are fighting for (better
wages. Some Of the girls were re
ceiving as low i as ?3 per week.

COLUMN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

L. O.

You will like their positive action.
They have a tcnlc effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
l,F
cleaning to the entire bowel tract
I It
Jul.
,n
Stir the liver fc healthy activity and
sweet.
stomach
Constipation,
keep
headache, dull,, tired feeling never af
fect those who use Foley Cathartic
OPTIC NUMBER) MAIM L
Tablets. Only; 25c. O. G. Schaefer
RATES
FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVERAdr.
CrossStore.
Red
and
Drug
TISEMENTS
Carl Pearsons, accused of murder
in the Illinois Central R. R. strike, Five cent per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary worda to a line.
has been acquitted. His
No ad to occupy leia space than two
was
the
and
p;ea
accepted by
Jury,
All advertisements
is receiving many words of apprecia- llnea
charged
will
be
booked at space actually aet I.
tion on his manly stand.
O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeta every
Monday evening at
Caeh In advlnce preferred.
C1TROLAX
tuwr naii on sixth atieet All rialting
CITROLAX
brethren cordially Invite to attend.
C I T R 0 L A X
J. Friedenstine, N. Q.; A. T. Rogera,
Best thing f.or constipation, sour
V. Q.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Karl
stomach, lazy liver and. sluggish bowWerta, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED
for
gen Cemetery Trustee,
Experienced girl
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
eral housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors,
once. Gives a most thorough and sat'
B, P. O. ELKS
Isfactory flushing no pain, no nauMeeta aecond and
sea. Keeps your system cleansed, WANTED Position or piece work by
fourth Tueaday evening of each
Ask for Cit
sweet and wholesome.
thoroughly experienced stenogra month Elk" home on NinUi atreet
K. Y., and Douglaa avenue.
rolax. 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
pher; best of references.
Visiting brothers
Optic.
Adv.
Store.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringDrug
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
The labor unions of England de- WANTED English speaking woman Secretary.
to help with cooking and housework
clare their loyalty to the crown,
for two weeks. 1054 Seventh street). KNIGHT AND LADIES OF SECURthe recent declarations of the
Germans that a national weakness
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
SALESMEN
existed in the strong unions.
making small towns, W. O. W. hall, Sixth atreet, on the
should carry our fast selling pocket first and third Mondays of each
side line. Special sales plan allow month at t p. m. Vlaitlng Knlghta and
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action In Foley
ing return of unsold goods makes Ladlea always welcome O. L. Freequick easy sales. $5 commission man, President; Mlse Cora Montague,
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
on each order. $6 to $15 dally pro Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
from the very first dose. Backache,
fit for full time. Something new. Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
weak, eore kidneys, painful bladder
Write tor outfit today. Can field Montague
and irregular action disappear with
Assistant Deputy, 1011
their use. 0. Palmer, Green Bay,
Mfg. Co., 208 SIgel St., Chicago, 111. Sixth street East Las Vegas, R 2t
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly re
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
covering her health and strength, due
102 Meets every Monday night to
solely to Foley Kidney Pills." 0. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store, FOR RENT Furnished rooms for O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
Adv.
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cot
avenue.
dially welcome. J, T. Buhler, Presi
It is expected that over a thousand
dent; Mrs. J.. T. Buhler, Secretary;
FOR RENT Modern rooms at Clos C. H. Bally, Treasurer.
dcelgatea will attend tho thirty-fourt- h
innual convention of the American
son House.
Federation, which convenes in PhiluMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
fielphio on November 9 and will con FOR RENT Two rooms for light
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
tinue in session for two weeks. Sixty
housekeeping. 1103 Lincoln avenue. Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second
thousand will march in a parade.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
DFSIRABLE light housekeeping rooms
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
with sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cal Deputy. Visiting members are
cuts the thick choking mucus, and
welcome and cordially invited.
clears away the phlegm,, Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoarse FOR SALE Pony, gentle to harness
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
or saddle; with colt. $30. Agua
for breath gives way to quiet breath'
Pura Company.
lng and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's FOR SALE Five Dassencer tourinsr
Honey and Tar to our children for
car in good order; J175.0O. See it at
croup and it always acts quickly." O
Biehl Garage.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
FOR SALE Turkeys and ducks for
table use, dressed or alive. Phone
Purple 5351.
HEN'S WORK ALL LAID OUT
foot of Mm In

lilacs

Tues-VM-r-

e

ff

JONES-BOWER-

.

GEO. H, HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

Wanted

For Rent

For Calo

GOAL

DR. F. 8. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
. moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoas
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411.

LOCAL TIME CARD
East Bound
Arrive

I....

No.
No.
No.
No.

7:20 p.
p.
1:25 a.
1:15 p.
West

4.... 11:64

I....

i

Dejart
7:41 p. f&
11: SI p. 5
1:1 a.
p, Q

m
m
m
m

Bound

Arrive

1....

No.
No.
No.
No.

T..v.

....

1:10 p. m.....
1:35 a. m
4:20 f. m.....
:!5 p. m

I:l

Depart
1:1 p. &
C:4t a. at
4:81 p. ,
7:

m

To the Public

Stop Those

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and"
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
.
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Mr. Turtle Darling
you take
mean advantage of me.
Miss Terrapin How, love?
Mr.

to kis
shell.

Turtle

Why, every time

LOST Two weeks ago, 20 kodak
films In a Kansas, City envelope.
Return to Mrs. Harry Vogt, 1024
Third street, and receive reward.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000
1,000
200

pounds
pounds
pounds
SO
pounds
Less than SO

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
local
by
applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the Eustachian Tubei. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
fases out of ten are caused by Ca
tarrh, which Is nothing but an
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circular free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
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FIND WHAT YGU WANT

fj jrttkmni);t,silt.AIwytKiw

h

AND

SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most
.

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
1

WANT AD3

FIED.
J

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

OIIICIIESTER S PILLS
ITS

20c per 100
25c per 100
...30c per 100
...40c per 100

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.

'

I.

or More, each dllvery
to 2,000 pounds, each deli very
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery

AGUA PURA COMPANY

a

you you draw up Into youj

I

Lost

Average Biddy Should Lay Six Hun
dred Eggs Before She Retires
Honorably or Otherwise.

chicken."

,

Early Bronchial Coughs

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

"There is water
In a fresh
laid egg, but no more air than there
Is In a hammer," said a dealer in
eggs. "So long as you can keep air
out of the egg it will remain sweet
and fresh, but no one has ever succeeded in keeping it out by fair means
more than six days. The oxygen Is
bound to find its way through an eggshell's pores, and the only way to save
that egg then Is to eat it. It sounds
funny, but the moment you give an
egg fresh air that moment you ruin
its health.
"A good, healthy hen not speaking
of any particular star breed, but Just
hen does not fulfil her destiny until
she has accomplished 600 eggs 50
dozen. That's what nature has fitted
up the hen to do in the way of just
uncoached and unstimulated egg production, and she gives the hen eight
years to do it in.
"The hen divides the 50 dozen stunt
up among those eight years. Some
years she may not turn out more than
a couple of dozen, but when the eight
years are up she will have managed
her annual output so that the total
has come out all right. Then the hen
has ended her career as an egg producer, and too often, if she is in the
hands of a thrifty owner, begins another career, short and delusive this.
time as the summer boarder spring

t"

"I used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy last winter for a severe bronchial cough and can conscientiously say that I never took a
medicine that did me so much good,"
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
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Persistent Question
has been asked, "In
what way are Chamberlain's Tablets
superior to pills"."' The answer Is,
They are more mild and gentle in
effect and moija reliable. Besides
they improve the appetite, cleanse
and invigorate he stomach, correct
disorders of thel liver and leave the
bowels in a natnral and healthy condition, while this uBe of pills, owing
to their drastic Effect, is often followed toy constipatn." For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
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are inexpensive, get results and
Try them.

EVERYBODY'S

SATIS-
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To plcce your order for those
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e have a new and com
plete line of samples,
any one of which would
delight t he most fastid ious

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

WW

1

tastes. They come in

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending with
out the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

Hi

-

furnish it in white

or colors embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponltho style.
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follision between a street car and Inevitable, the man driving the auto-

sui automobile that might well lave mobile took to pushing the steering
liroven not only serious but even fa- wheel, and beyond doubt this was
tal, was narrowly averted this morn- what gave the machine enough added
ing, by the presence of mind of the Impetus to carry it clear of tho ap
man at the wheel of the machine. As proaching car. It was like pushing on
It vas, tho auto got across the tracks the lines when driving a slow horse
:ust in time to escape the impact of
inscribe for me Optie.
the car. When tlie collision seemed

Isle of Pines

First Show Starts at

SaturdaY
AT

7.15

"The Sheriff of Muscatine"
Kaybee 2 reel Feature.
"Gambling Rube''
'
Keystone.

Demonstration of
PRFSIDENTtOFFEE
CANDY sUlE
For benefitjof the
European Children's
CHRISTHAS SHIP

Old Taylor WTilsfcey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Pont forget the lilg masquerade
tall tonight at F. B.' Hall Adv.

J. H.

-

Grocer and Baker

The case of Crescendo Martinez has
been granted a continuance up to
November 5.

Potatoes

CENTS
25
IHE DM USS

THE CASH GROCEPT"
MAKE YOUR

OETOUTIIITO TIIEOPU1
your home as bright, clean and
Spend most of your

time out of doors.

s

The electric cleaner

YOU can if jou clean the IJ'aux Premier way.

that cleans everything.

Ask us to demonstrate

on your rugs free.

ti
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PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
Phone Veas 114
511 Sixth St.

SUPPLY
COMPANY I
WESTERN DISTRIBUTING BRANCH.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

WE SELL EVERYTHING

WE UNDERSELL EVERYBODY
Scad us your name and address and we will send yon PREE our BIG

FALL & WINTER CATALOGUE

fffO; Hf cdarn Woman

f jf

knows there Is no economy In
inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That is why so
many op to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-

fa W

''

15he

lie

d,,

M.) .V

; .,.
day.
Ask your grocer

QuIU

for

Pure

Flour.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

There will be no objection to every
body masking and coming down town
fur the evening. The police will be
lenient toward those who wish to
New horns, ring bells and play inno
cent Jokes. A big gathering of
downtown en masque would
furnish fun for everybody, but a destruction of property would not be in
for
the least humorous, according to the

phone Greenhouse, Main 276,
The nail guessing contest which has
flowers., Perry Onion Adv.
been In, progress, at Franklin's bicycle
police.
hospital will close tonight.
Golden
Finch'
Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
to
undone
Is
left
MENTIONED
toeing
Nothing
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. DOOBERTS
make the entertainment Wednesday,
November 4, a success. Adv.
Call up Main 276 fo flowers. Perry
FOR HIGHEST OFFICE
Onion Greenhouses.-

-

Onion.

Adv.

Perry
An automobile party came Into Veand
last
from
California
night
gas
Sam Lancaster, the flellvery boy for
left this morning for New York. The
Peter
Roth, butcher, who was painmachine is a. Cadillac roadster.
fully burned yesterday when he tripped and fell while helping to carry a
The football game that was schedtub of hot water from the building of
uled to take place today between the
the Las Vegas laundry to the Roth
freshmen of the High school and the
shop, is able to be about today, alNormal youngsters waa called off.
though his left leg ig badly blistered.
He will be unable to return to his
A.
is
Trainor
Hugh.
contemplating
work
for some time.
a trip after big game. Mr. Trainor
to
ten
about
be gone
intends
days,
Every hat in the house on sale,
and his friends look for a big kill.
off. Mrs. A. Standish Adv.
Charles IJoyd, who has been sick
Just what influence" Haloween has
for the past few weeks at St. Anover
Cupid has not been property exa
number
received
thony's canitarium,
plained, but the fact remains that the
of flowers from his many friends
ccunty clerk issued three marriase licenses today. They were to Lorberta
An announcement has been posted Lucero, aged 19 years, and Timoteo
at the court house stating that the Herrera, aged 24 years, both of San
grand and petit juries of the Fourth Jcse; Vidal Zamora, aged 52 years,
judicial district of New Mexico will and Isabelita Sandoval, aged 19 years,
both of Enclnosa; and Maria Vicenta
be drawn on November 24.
Archlbeque, aged 19 years and Eufra-ci- o
Bustos, aged 20 years, both of Las
A couple of local young men were
Dispensas.
the recipients of some rather ancient
eggs last night. The attentions were
ST, PAUL'S NOTES
showered on them by some overzeal- whom
dire,
oiia masqueraders against
Every member of the choir is urged
vengeance was vowed ?;y the young to be in his or her
place in the vestry
men.
at 10:45 .tomorrow mornint-- , that serv- A'C may begin
promptly at 11 o'clock.
'Ambushed" (three-ree- l
Essany) a
Any member of the choir who can
powerful society drama featuring the not be present tomorrow is
urged to
popular Francis X. Bushman; also nctlfy the rector at the earliest
Mutual Weekly No. 89, Sunday ma
tinee and night only at the New Mu
Every confirmed person in the par
tual theater. Admission 5 and 10 ish is
requested to be present at one
coats. Adv.
of the celebrations of the Holy Com-Tomorrow is the opening of the ur,ion tomorrow, and thereby give
and emphases to our belief in
quail season and several local sports reality
The
Communion
of Saints."
men are anticipating a good day's
The Ladies' Guild will meet on
a
comThis
hunting.
party
evening
with Mrs. A. F.. Morrissette,
posed of Harry Kelly, M illiam Har Tuesday
o!8 Columbia avenue.
D.
Colonel
J. Leahy and
per, Judge
The Altar guild. will meet on ThursM. M. Padgett are planning a trip to
1104
Los Torres. Charles Farley and O. day with Miss Phebe Hart,
Eighth street;
M. Ward are intending to go out
The Woman's Auxiliary will meet
at 3 o'clock Friday with Miss Daum,
Sixth and Friedman.
Perry Onion, the well known florist, will close his down town store
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION
tonight ",'The business wsll carried on
from the greenhouse on the west side
The public is hereby notified that
of the river. This will enable Mr. the firm of Fridenstein & McNeece
Onion to devote more time and ener has dissolved. Mr. L. N. McNeace
gy to both the producing and selling will collect and pay all bills.
Any
ends of his business. The florist has further business conducted under the
maintained a store down town for the name of the Variety Shop will be
past four years. He guarantees the done by L. N. McNeace, proprietor.
same class of service in his new quarJ. D. FRIDENSTEIN,
tern as he has given hitherto.
L. N. McNEACE.
-
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Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
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TEACHERS'

MAY
ASSOCIATION
ELECT A LAS VEGAN TO

PRESIPENCY
Santa Fe, Oct. 31. There is already intense rivalry for the presidency of the New Mexico Educational
a&sociation, in which rotation In the
presidential office is the rule. The
southern part of the state is pushing
(John H. Vaughn,
the historian, of
State College for the honor. It Is argued the residency has alretnated
between county and city superintendents since 1909 and that the time has
come for one of the state institutions
to draw the honor. That is also the
argument in the northern part of the
state, which will push Dr. Frank H.
H. Roberts of East Las Vegas for the
plsce. Eastern New Mexico is expected to rally around
County Superin
tendent L. C. Mersfelder, who was defeated last year by County Superin
tendent Rev. C. C. Hill of Chaves
county.
However, Mersfelder's chances will depend on the size of the delegation he brings to Albuquerque from
his county.

Personal
Service
WE
DEPENDABLE
SERVICE.
NOT , PLACE THE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES THAT FALL TO THE
AND
DIRECTOR
FUNERAL,
IN THE HANDS OF EMPLOYED HELP, BUT PERSONALLY
IN
ATTEND TO EVERY DETAIL.
THIS WAY ONLY ARE YOU GUARANTEED PERFECT SAFETY AND
SATISFACTION
IS

DO

J. C. Johnserv

Son

FUNER.AL DIRECTORS

Phone Main 238

625 Douglas Ave.

wm

EVANGELIST

THE

CONDEIINS

JiOlTAL

EVIL

CRIMM DECLARES THE "DOUBLE
STANARD IS A SURE ROUTE
TO THE GATES OF HELL"

Non-Ski-

Evangelist Crimm spoke last night
at th$; First Baptist church on "The
Easiest Way to Hell Out of Vegas."
"One route," he said, "is the drink
route; akiother the gambling route;
the dancing route and many others
that I might mention. Any of thesei
routes are hard old paths to travel,
but the easiest route to hell is by the
Secret sin route. There are four people going this route to where there is
one going the outspoken Bin route. If
1
knew all those secret sins in your
It to and should place them here on a
canvas you would leave this house a
raving maniac and ewear that you
would kill me on first sight.
"The worst sin of the twentieth
is the social evrf. I know some
of yc-- think it Is none of my business
to tallk about some plain things I talk
about here In the pulpit, but I am
warning your children because you
are tpo big a coward to tell them
what they need to know.' I want to
brand the double standard to hell, you
men ought to live just as pure as you
expect your wife and daughters to
live. Those unholy, unrighteous, im
pure, degrading thoughts you have In
your mind will make of you social
perverts. You may do those secret
cen-tur-

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needn

ed for the auto.
ALL WOKE DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las: Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

y

mi
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TOO RADt
of our last shipment.

You

didn't get

yourFORDout

We have ordered another car load

of
We are making two freight shipments a week of stove castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
steam
boiler made. Prompt service.
Jj

I

MAIN 379

WE'CAS FLEAS!:

In

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

l

Las Vejjas

YOU

Steam Laundry

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tho Ford

Garments.

,

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld

Everything

EARLY

or Dye
your old

ri

these famous little cars to

be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

Clean

WINDOW GLASS
PHONE

HrOllAAF

sinned with Uriah's wife and thought
he had got by with It, hut one day his
sin found him out and he had to confess the whole thing. The bright side
of David's sin Is he waa man enough
to confess his guilt and received pardon. I plead with you tonight to con-fesyour sins to an all wise God and
He will forgive you It doesn't matter
what kind of a sinner you are, if you
will come to Jesus tonight. He will
foigive you and make you as pure as
my mother. Who will come while we
sing?"

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Dome Of The Best Of Everyting Eatable

Kosher Sausage Fresh
Every Week,

sins and I will never know it your
wife will never know it; your friends
will never find.it out, but there is an
knows.
allwlse, allseeing God who
You may hold out 25 cents a! day from
your employer; you may lie and steal;
you may be a crook In your life and
get by with It for a while, but hear
me tonight, some of these days your
sins, will find you out. I plead with
you to quit tonight.
"We have the record of Cain. He
killed his brother amd tried to coveT
it up, but his. sin found him out. David

Adv.

The work of Improving Bridge stieet
merrily on. This morning
g(es
Christian Science services at
several teams were at work filling in Regular
Carnegie
library Sunday morning at
the excavated portion with sand.
11 o'clock.
Subject of lesson, "Everpunishment."
Reading room
lasting
English, Lutheran 'services will be at same address. To our services! and
conducted Sunday In the Sunday
reading room the public is welcome.
school room of the Presbyterian church
beginning at 2:30 p. ra
Flowers, Call Greenhouses, Main
276,

healthful as the fresh, cool air of the woods.

YORK

GO

Lest there be some misunderstand-iiabout the Halloween carnival tonight, Mayor H. M. Smith this morning asked The Optlo to explain carefully that in no sense will the city
ordinances forbidding the destruction
of property toe lifted. In fact, a force
of extra policemen has been engaged
to see that no outhouses are overturned, no fences torn down'and no
vehicles run away with. Enough
extra policemen have been employed
to patrol every alley, so that boys contemplating marauding trips would do
well to change their scheme of

Spring Chickens
Vegetables

North-

DAMAGE

SPIRIT OF LEVITY MUST NOT
GO SO FAR AS DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY

YORK'S GEOCERY

Get your seats In time. Wednesday,
November 4. Adv.

lbs of Extra Fncy

Have every room spick and spsn

NOT GO ANY

SATURDAY

Cutler Brothers, insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Special for Todecy
euid Monday
Colorado

St:

LOCAL NEWS
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Bridge

TONIGHT

31, 1914.

IIALIMEENERS

All Kinds

Stearns' STORE

15

MUTUAL THEATER

GRAPE FRUIT

Cornishon
Grapes
Grapes
Tokay
HOtiEY
1 lb Frances Pint Jars

9:

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

M

